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Do you have a lot of things you 
do not really need and use? They 
take away space you do not have 
and they make your home feel 
crowded. You probably paid for 
some of them, and others may 
have a sentimental value, so it’s 
understandable that you cannot 
find it in your heart to throw them 
away. Here is a better idea: why not 
turn them into cash?

One Person’s Trash 
Is Another Person’s 
Treasure

The adage is true, and your clutter 
can be worth cash. It all depends 
on what you do with it, and this is 
where the following lines should 
come in helpful. You need to 
gather everything around, make it 
presentable again, and find ways 
to sell it or gain something in 
exchange. Here are a few strategies 
that will help with each step. 

Steps and Strategies 
for Turning Clutter into 
Cash

Step 1: Gather the 
Clutter

The main reasons why you have 
so much clutter in your home is 
that you find it difficult to part with 
it. This time, you cannot look at 
things and wonder whether there is 
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anything you could use them for. If you 
do, you will surely find reasons to hold 
on to them. 

Instead, for every item you come 
across, ask yourself when the last time 
you used it was. If it’s been more than a 
month, it is probably safe to label that 
item as clutter and get rid of it. Just 
do not forget to consult your family 
members – perhaps you have not used 
something but they have, and throwing, 
selling, or giving that something away 
could cause arguments or resentment. 

In fact, you can let each family member 
gather their own clutter and only 
intervene if you feel they left something 
behind. To motivate them, explain they 
will get to spend the money they gain 
on whatever they want. 

To give you an example, for a woman, 
parting with a pair of high-heeled 
leather shoes would be a crime. 
However, when those shoes no longer 
fit or are too uncomfortable to wear, 
trading them for a pair of slip-on or 

some orthopedic footwear should be an 
attractive alternative. 

To make the gathering process more 
effective, try categorizing the items 
you wish to get rid of. You could gather 
clothes in one pile, footwear in another, 
home decorations separately, etc. 
Another idea would be to categorize 
them by value or match them with other 
items so as to sell them together. 

Step 2: Refresh the Clutter

Let’s face it: no one wants to buy dirty, 
broken, dusty stuff. A little time, effort, 
and attention on your part can help 
bring many items back to life. Here are 
a few tips:

•	 Wash the clothes, iron them, and 
fold them neatly or place them 
on hangers. The colors will be 
refreshed, the clothes will look 
better, and whoever gains interest in 
them can safely try them on. 

•	 Clean and polish the footwear, and 
do not hesitate to use colored polish 



if you need to cover imperfections. 
Decades-old footwear can be made 
to look like new by a skilled hand, 
using the right type of brush and 
polish. On the other hand, no one will 
like a pair of dirty, worn-out shoes 
that smell as if rats died and rotted 
in them. 

•	 Wipe decorations and furniture 
pieces clean and do anything 
possible to breathe some life into 
them. It may take some painting and 
sealing, fastening a few screws, or 
gluing some parts together, but the 
results should be worth it. 

•	 Find items you can give away as 
incentives. You could give one 
item for free to anyone who buys 
three items or more, organize a 
contest with some valuable prizes, 
and reward whoever spends the 
most money. The idea is to entice 
potential buyers, and nothing works 
better than freebies. 

•	 Think of ways to tell a story. 
Storytelling is a great sales strategy 
nowadays, no matter who the target 
buyers are. If you can group items 
according to a theme or build a story 
around them, those who see them 
will keep thinking about them and 
eventually buy, sometimes for the 
sake of the story, not necessarily of 
the items it refers to. 
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Step 3: Turn Your Clutter 
into Cash

At this point, you already have an 
idea of what type of items you have 
to sell. The question you should be 
asking yourself is what the best way 
of selling it is. Here are a few ideas:

•	 Garage or yard sale – This is the 
best way to sell things that would 
be difficult to move around and 
transport, like furniture, home 
appliances, tools, etc. It may work 
very well for clothes, footwear, 
toys, and decorations. It all 
depends on how many neighbors 
you have, how friendly and open 
to this type of actions they are, 
and what potential to bring new 
clients the neighborhood has. 
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•	 Auction – If you have few items you 
want to sell, but you think they are 
worth more money, or they would 
raise a lot of interest, an auction 
could be a great way to get rid of it. 
Be careful with the prices, though, 
because if they are too high, they 
could scare off buyers. On the other 
hand, if you start too low, you may 
have to sell your stuff for nothing. 

•	 Antique store – Did you find old stuff 
in the attic, things you inherited from 
your grandparents, or that have been 
in your home for decades? They 
could be worth a lot for someone 
knowledgeable, especially if they are 
in good condition. One thing is for 
sure: it doesn’t hurt to ask.

•	 Pawn shop – Some pawn shops 
collect the strangest things, from 

jewellery to comic books, posters, 
uniforms, old weapons, and 
especially collectibles, like stamps, 
coins, etc.. You may not run into 
something as nice and honest as 
Rick Harrison, but it doesn’t hurt to 
try. 

•	 Junkyard – If you’re trying to get rid 
of metal stuff, like home appliances 
broken beyond repair, old wiring, 
batteries, or some old car, taking 
them to the closest junkyard could be 
your best bet. Just call first, to make 
sure you don’t make the trip in vain. 

•	 Consignment – They are not as many 
and as friendly as they used to be, 
but, if you know where to look, they 
could help you sell a lot of things, 
from bags and accessories to clothes 
and footwear. 
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•	 Trade – Perhaps your friends and 
neighbors don’t have money to buy 
new items, but they too have stuff 
they don’t need at home. It might 
be a good idea to organize a trade: 
bring everything together, and give 
them the things you don’t need 
and want in exchange for some of 
their things you find useful. Just be 
careful nu to replace your old clutter 
with theirs and return to where you 
started from. 

•	 Recycle – Some of the things you do 
not need can be recycled. You gather 
them, take them to the recycling 
centre, and receive a nice reward for 
them.

•	 Repurpose – Believe it or not, it is 
possible to turn old stuff into new 
stuff. With a little inspiration, old 

car seats can become a relaxation 
corner in your garage, old clothes 
can become quilts, old recipients 
make great flower pots, and old tires 
can hold flower beds or become 
backyard riding horses for the kids. 
The idea is to let your imagination fly 
and not be afraid to go with it. 

Final Tips for Turning 
Clutter into Cash

No matter which of the above options 
you choose in order to turn your clutter 
into cash, you should not expect 
everything to go great without you 
having to lift a finger. In today’s market, 
if you want to succeed, you need to be 
confident, hardworking, ready to take 
chances, and willing to adjust to market 
tendencies. 
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In your case, this can mean 
cooperating with your neighbors, using 
small tricks to attract potential buyers, 
learning from your mistakes, and 
being open to negotiations. Perhaps 
the most important aspect is to study 
the market and the competition when 
establishing prices for your products. 
You want to make as much money as 
possible, but setting too high prices 
will chase potential buyers away. 

Then, if you are organizing a garage or 
a backyard sale and you don’t have too 
much stuff, or you think what you have 
is difficult to sell, consider getting in 
touch with your neighbors and asking 
them to join. This way, you can turn 
everything into a neighborhood event, 
and, with some marketing, get people 
from all over town to participate.

If you can afford to prepare some 
snacks or fresh drinks, your success 
and that of your neighbors is 
guaranteed. People will see your sale 
as a family or entertainment event. 
They will come for the food and drinks, 
and look around out of curiosity, but 
it will only take them seconds to see 
items they want to buy. 

If you notice your stuff doesn’t sell, but 
others sell theirs easier, pay attention 
to what they are doing and do the 
same. Perhaps their prices are lower, 
their merchandise is better displayed, 
or they have some unusual strategy to 
lure potential buyers. Learn from your 
mistakes and success will come. 



Last, but not least, you should be 
open to negotiations. Sometimes, 
people want things even though 
they realize they do not need them. 
They will try to bargain just to prove 
to themselves they shouldn’t spend 
money. If you allow them to negotiate 
and you make them feel they got a 
good deal, they will make you rich.        

Getting rid of clutter is a matter 
of trial and error, instincts and 
inspiration, but also a great way to 
clear some space and make some 
money.  If you haven’t tried it yet, get 
to it. Whether you invest the money 
you get into your home, into an 
emergency fund, or into a pleasure 
you have postponed for too long, we 
would love to discover your story, so 
don’t hesitate to share it!
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Most people would like to have 
not only better control over their brain 
but improved memory and cognitive 
abilities. Having better brain power can 
enable one to do well academically, 
professionally and personally.

Since people are so obsessed with 
this desire to have improved brain 
power, people have exploited this need. 
Almost everything under the sun, at 
one time or the other, has been deemed 
to be the panacea to boost the brain. 
Unfortunately, a large majority of these 
so-called solutions have turned out to 
be scams and shams.

So what does that tell you? Is there 
no authentic way to boost your brain 
power? Well, there is. Over the years, 

significant research 
has been conducted 

on the brain. Scientists 
now know a lot more about 

brain function and how brain 
power can be boosted. And what do you 
know? It really is not that difficult if you 
really put your mind to it.

Here are some tips doable and effective 
tips to boost your brain power:

Exercise Regularly
More and more evidence seems 

to indicate that one of the best ways 
to boost your brain power is regular 
exercise. Any type of exercise is 
better than no exercise. People who 
exercise regularly tend to have more 

1
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stable moods, feel energetic and 
have markedly improved cognition. In 
addition, the latest research shows that 
exercise delays the onset of dementia. 
The benefits of exercise are durable 
and continue even in your senior years. 
As Jim Kwik, learning expert and 
Brain Coach and the founder of Kwik 
Learning, puts it, “As your body moves, 
your brain grooves.” Clearly, exercise 
gives your brain the oxygen it needs to 
function properly, and it also releases 
endorphins that help you better deal 
with stress. So stop wondering how you 
can get brain power. Get up and start 
moving.

Get Adequate 
Sleep

There is no question that adequate 
sleep is vital if you want to boost your 
brain health. People who do not sleep 
a minimum of 7 hours a night, are 
often tired, irritable, unable to think 
clearly and are very forgetful. The repair 

mechanisms of the brain work at night 
and hence, the right amount of sleep 
is essential. Sleep rejuvenates the 
brain and evidence show that people 
who have good sleep hygiene tend not 
only to function better the next day 
but are more cognitively alert than 
those who have poor sleep patterns. 
As contemporary fantasy author Jim 
Butcher once said, “Sleep is God. Go 
worship.” Take your sleep seriously, and 
your brain will automatically become 
more powerful.

Spend Some 
Time Outdoors
 More studies seem to 

indicate that people who spend time 
outdoors have better cognitive powers 
than people who remain indoors. In 
fact, an Australian study shows that 
children who stay inside and play 
games on their computer all day not 
only tend to develop severe myopia 
but also fare poor academically.  Plus, 

2 3
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going outdoors provides vitamin D 
from the sun, which has been shown 
to slow down the aging of the brain. Of 
course, apply some sunscreen when 
you go out as too much sunshine is not 
good for the skin or the eyes. Spending 
time outdoors invigorates the brain, 
refreshes the thought processes, allows 
one time to enjoy nature, and eases 
stress. As poet and philosopher, Henry 
David Thoreau so aptly said, “We need 
the tonic of wilderness. We can never 
have enough of nature.”

Build a Good Social 
Support System
It is now well-established that 

single people not only have a slightly 
shortened lifespan compared to 
couples, but they also tend to have a 
variety of physical and mental health 
problems. Loneliness has been shown 
to increase blood pressure, worsen 
depression, disrupt sleep and affect 
your overall wellbeing. Therefore, it is 
important to develop a good support 
system and strong interpersonal 

relationships 
because they 
help stabilize 

our brain function and enhance our 
cognitive ability. Mother Theresa 
once said, “The most terrible poverty 
is loneliness and the feeling of being 
unloved.” Psychology Today reports 
that the nervous system of people who 
feel socially isolated goes into self-
preservation mode and they become 
abrasive and defensive. Don’t let 
yourself fall into this trap. A negative 
brain is equivalent to a negative life. 
Turn your brain towards the positive 
and you can do that by building a good 
and solid social support system around 
you.

Eat Healthy
What most people do not 

realize is that a healthy diet is vital for 
good brain health. Too many people 
today eat a diet that consists of 
saturated fats, red meat, and sugary 
foods. All this leads to high-calorie 
consumption and obesity. Obesity 
is associated with many serious 
complications including heart disease, 
stroke, arthritis, high blood pressure, 
depression and loss of self-esteem. 
If you want your brain to get the right 

4 5
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fuel, you 
need to start 

eating a healthy diet 
that consists of fruits, 
vegetables, low-fat dairy, 
nuts, cereal, whole wheat, 
and seafood. These foods 
are low in calories and 
contain all the essential 
minerals and vitamins that 
you need to boost your 
brain.

Keep Stress 
Levels 

Under Control
A major cause of 
poor cognition and 
concentration is stress. 
Stress affects our ability 
to think, to perform and 
to concentrate. While a 
certain amount of stress 
is healthy because it 
prepares our body to fight 

off adversity, chronic 
stress is detrimental both 
physically and mentally. 
That is why you must 
learn to relax. Participate 
in yoga, meditation, deep 
breathing exercise, tai 
chi or group therapy. Do 
things that help you calm 
down and feel serene. 
The important thing is to 
take a break from the daily 
grind and give your brain a 
chance to recuperate. Like 
they say brain cells create 
ideas, but stress kills 
those brain cells. Don’t let 
stress take you down and 
don’t let negative thoughts 
weaken your brain.

Caffeine
We’ve all heard 

the constant back and 
forth about caffeine. Is it 
good for health? Is it bad 
for health? While people 
continue to debate this 
to death, we are here to 
give you some straight 
facts. Caffeine stimulates 
chemicals in our brain. 
These include glutamate 
and dopamine which in 
turn give us energy, slow 
age-related mental decline 
and improve our mental 

performance. So quit 
the coffee controversy 
and continue to drink 
your regular daily dose 
of this most effective 
brain stimulant. However, 
there is no need to go 
overboard. When coffee 
is consumed in small 
amounts, it is a soothing 
beverage which improves 
cognition, alertness and 
boosts your reaction 
time. However, too much 
coffee is not good as it 
can overstimulate and 
increase anxiety and 
apprehension. A cup of 
coffee in the morning is 
all that you need to boost 
your brain.

Participate 
in Sports

Most people who 
participate in sports claim 
that they feel physically 
and mentally alert after 
the event. There is ample 
evidence indicating that 
competitive sports can 
significantly enhance 
brain power. Competitive 
sports give you a chance 
to concentrate, think and 
make critical decisions. 
More importantly, you also 

6
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lose weight and feel rejuvenated. Some 
of the most common types of sports 
that are known to boost brain power 
include squash, tennis, badminton, 
table tennis, swimming, and most ball-
associated sports.

Don’t Smoke or 
Drink

The two social vices that are most 
detrimental to the brain are smoking 
and drinking. While some experts 
suggest that alcohol has health 
benefits, the cholesterol-lowering 
benefits of alcohol are mild at best 
and can easily be obtained from 
walking. Both smoking and alcohol 
are associated with many disorders 
including high blood pressure, damage 
to nerves, cancer, liver disease, and 
worse - bad breath. By avoiding alcohol 
and cigarettes, you will live a longer 
and healthier life.

Conclusion
Boosting your brainpower is all about 
developing good habits. The earlier 
you start, the better the results. Do not 
expect your brain power to improve 
overnight because our nerves do take 
time to recondition but once you learn 
how to do it, you will derive benefits 
that will last you a lifetime.

The important thing to understand 
is that positive habits and positive 
thoughts will make our brain more 

powerful. When you think negatively, your 
brain responds negatively. And when your 
brain responds negatively, the functions 
of our body are affected negatively. 
It is thus imperative to eat healthy, 
think healthy and be healthy. Avoid 
unnecessary stress; enjoy the outdoors; 
have an active social life without smoking 
or drinking yourself to death; work hard, 
travel more, exercise regularly and sleep 
well.

There is no need for falling into the trap 
of so-called brain hacks that are nothing 
but a waste of time. You don’t need 
any artificial brain stimulants because 
the way you live your life is the biggest 
determinant of how effectively your brain 
works. If you want to succeed – in your 
professional goals and your personal life 
– you should train your mind to succeed. 
It’s your brain, and you have the most 
control over it. Make the most of it.

9
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As we age, our overall look and 
appearance change as well. This 
change is most evident in our skin and 
hair. With age, our skin starts to sag. 
It also becomes wrinkled, and lines/
creases start to appear.

While aging is an unavoidable fact of life, 
how we age is something that we can control. 
There is no doubt that nobody likes to grow old; if given 
a choice most of us would like to stay 21. However, since that is not 
possible, the next best thing to do is to have an anti-aging plan.

Over the years, many products have been promoted as the perfect 
anti-aging solution. While some do help delay the onset of wrinkles 
and lines and creases, most of these products have failed to live 
up to their claims.

There has also been an abundance of plastic and cosmetic 
surgeons who offer all types of skin rejuvenation procedures. 
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What they often fail to mention is that 
none of these procedures can cure aging; 
the results at best last a few weeks 
or months and the procedures cost a 
fortune.

Hence, the sad reality is that there is 
no magic bullet to stop aging. However, 
there are definitely a few things we can 
adopt and implement in our daily lives to 
slow down the progression of aging.

Here are a few tips that you could adopt 
as part of your anti-aging plan:

1. Practice Good 
Skin Hygiene

Another great way to keep your skin 
clean and fresh is by maintaining good 
skin hygiene. It is important to wash your 
face at least twice a day to get rid of all 
the dirt from the environment and the 
grease that is secreted from the pores. 
This is especially applicable for women 
who wear extensive make-up.

Many products that we use today contain 
synthetic chemicals that can cause 
irritation of the skin if left overnight. So 
you can use make-up to look beautiful 
and feel beautiful but just make sure 
you take care of your skin at the same 
time. We’re not asking you to do anything 
major –  just use warm tap water with a 
bland soap and make sure you keep your 
skin clean. Do no scrub aggressively as 
this can traumatize the skin. Apply a dab 
of moisturizer after the facial cleaning.

2. Avoid Smoking

This is one habit that will make you 
age faster than anything else.  What 
many people do not realize is that 
smoking not only causes lung cancer 
and bad breath, it also causes severe 
damage to the skin which leads to 
the premature formation of lines and 
wrinkles. Over time, the skin becomes 
leathery and loses its smooth, soft 
complexion. You can usually spot a 
smoker a mile away because of the 
deep creases and wrinkles on the 
face. To make matters worse, these 
wrinkles makes smokers look old.

There are no treatments that can 
reverse or erase the wrinkles caused 
by nicotine - not even cosmetic 
surgery. So if you want an anti-aging 
plan, the first thing you should do is 
quit smoking.
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3. Eat a 
Healthy Diet

You definitely are what you 
eat. People who indulge in 
fast foods, saturated oils, 
sugary desserts and red 
meat tend to have skin that 
is usually oily and dull.

If you want to maintain 
younger looking skin, eat a 
healthy diet. This means a 
diet that consists of fruits, 
veggies, nuts, whole grains, 
fish and low-fat dairy. 
Limit the intake to no more 
than 2000 calories a day. 
Avoid excessive intake of 
carbohydrates and give up 
sugar if you can. Indulging 
in cake or pizza once in a 
while is okay but do not 
make these food items a 
regular part of your daily 
diet. If you eat right, you 
will stay healthy, and if you 
stay healthy, you will look 
healthy. It’s as simple as 
that.

regularly. Not only does 
exercise delay aging, but it 
also provides many other 
benefits - you can lose 
weight, lower your blood 
cholesterol and your blood 
sugar levels, can control 
your blood pressure, and 
strengthen your bones.

Exercise also invigorates 
the mind and prevents 
the onset of dementia. 
Outdoor physical activity 
offers even more benefits. 
Therefore, if you want to 
stay young for a longer 
period of time, keep your 
body moving.

4. Exercise

One of the best ways 
to look young is to be 
physically active. Many 
people age faster because 
they are inactive.

There is sufficient evidence 
highlighting the benefits 
of exercise, so it’s not any 
surprise that people who 
exercise regularly tend 
to look younger looking 
compared people who lead 
a sedentary lifestyle. It 
doesn’t matter what type of 
exercise you choose to do 
as long as you move your 
body. Whether it’s walking, 
jogging, rowing, swimming 
or Zumba, make sure you 
stay active and exercise 
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5. Reduce Sun Exposure

One of the most common causes of 
wrinkled and aged skin is prolonged 
exposure to the sun. While a suntan does 
look great, with continued exposure, the UV 
rays of the sun cause serious damage to 
the deeper layers of the skin.

People who have more exposure to the sun 
tend to age much faster. Their skin loses 
its natural glow and shine much earlier 
than expected; lines and wrinkles appear 
much faster and exposure to the sun cause 
thinning of the skin. Hence, their skin 
appears dull and weak.

A sound strategy to prevent this from 
happening is to avoid unnecessary sun 
exposure. If and when this is unavoidable, it 
is important to use a sunscreen which you 
should apply liberally.

It is also a good idea to wear light clothes 
with long sleeves so that 
your hands are not 
unnecessarily 
exposed. It is 
also a good 
idea to wear 
sunglasses 
because 
the ultra-
violet rays 
can cause 
damage to 
the eyes.

6. Avoid Indoor 
Tanning

These days there is a growing 
trend among young people to 
go for indoor tanning. While 
this may seem “stylish” when 
one is young, the fact is that 
indoor tanning is believed to 
cause rapid aging of your skin.

The ultra-violet rays from the 
sunlamps and tanning beds are 
extremely potent and rapidly 
cause wrinkles.

Some studies also suggest 
that these rays could also 
cause skin cancer. There is no 
minimum amount of indoor 
tanning that can be considered 
safe. Therefore, it is the best 
advice is to avoid it altogether.

What we need to understand 
is that when we are young, we 
don’t realize or appreciate the 
natural look we have. We tend 

to experiment and abuse it 
– our skin, our hair and our 
overall bodies. But a time 
comes when all this comes 
back to bite us.

There is no advantage of 
indoor tanning; in fact, it has 

long-term consequences that 
we will usually see when we 
grow old.
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7. Keep Skin 
Moisturized

One of the simplest ways 
to make your skin look 
young, fresh and ageless 
is to use a moisturizer 
regularly. With the rapidly 
changing environment 
that we live in today, many 
people now have more 
problems such as dryness 
of the skin, skin patches 
and sagging.

Early onset of these 
aging symptoms can be 
prevented with the use of 
moisturizers. If your skin is 
too oily, use a water-based 
moisturizer and if your skin 
is dry, use an oil-based 
moisturizer.

Refrain from using 
moisturizers that contain 
fragrances. These 
moisturizers contain many 
synthetic chemicals that 

and take care of your 
skin and your hair, there 

is no reason why you will 
age early.

There are people who look 
20 years younger than 
they are. Their secret is 
generally an active lifestyle 
and a healthy diet.

Don’t fall for products that 
claim to reverse aging in 
two weeks or that make 
tall claims that they can 
never deliver. If you want 
to stay young, you have to 
take care of your body. Our 
body is like a machine. If 
you maintain it and keep it 
oiled, the machine will not 
rust. Similarly, if you take 
care of your skin and hair 
and if you make sure you 
don’t over-eat and become 
obese, you should be able 
to delay the process of 
aging quite effectively.

It is also important to avoid 
stress and to have a strong 
support system as that 
is what keeps us happy 
and happiness is all that 
we need to stay young at 
heart.

cause allergic reactions 
and irritation of the skin.

Conduct your research 
and choose a moisturizer 
that is best suited to your 
skin tone and skin type. 
But use one religiously as 
this can delay aging to a 
great extent.

Conclusion
There is no secret anti-
aging formula. You should 
just use common sense in 
your everyday life. Do not 
indulge in excesses with 
anything and keep things 
in moderation. Don’t take 
your youth for granted. 
Adopt good habits at 
an early age as they will 
benefit you later.

No matter how many skin 
rejuvenation clinics open 
up, the fact is that Botox is 
not a long-term solution to 
aging. If you eat a healthy 
diet, stay physically active, 
avoid smoking and alcohol 
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Most people have 
heard of the well-known 
expression: ‘You are what 
you eat’ and that is particularly 
true when it comes to how your 
brain functions. Certain foods 
promote better clarity than 
others that cloud our judgement 
and by making simple changes 
in your diet; you can improve your 
brainpower considerably.

On a more serious note, we have longer 
lifespans as humans than ever before 
and consequently, our brains suffer 
wear and tear over time. Later-age 
conditions such as senile dementia 
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and Alzheimer’s disease are 
caused through the brain 
deteriorating naturally as we 
get older, and they are on 
the rise.

Here we take a look 
at vegetables you can 
incorporate into your diet 
that will help to improve 
your brain function and 
keep your memory razor 
sharp for longer:

Beetrroot
Beetroot seems to be one of those 
veggies that people either love or 
they hate. Maybe it’s the threat of the 
indelible purple stains splattering your 
clothes or simply the slightly strange 
texture of this vegetable that puts some 
people off but it’s a shame because 
there are significant benefits to eating 
beetroot.

Beetroot is rich in antioxidants which 
protect you against cancer and they 
can also reduce inflammation as a 
result of joint pain or an injury. The 
natural nitrates in beetroot also boost 
blood flow to the brain and assists in 
ridding the bloodstream of toxins. The 
juice of beetroot makes an excellent 
energy drink to boost performance 
levels during workouts or training and 
are particularly delicious roasted or 
grated in salads.

Broccoli
Most of us can remember being told 
to eat our broccoli as children and of 
course our mothers were absolutely 
right to encourage us to. Broccoli is 
high in vitamin K and a mineral called 
choline, which serve to keep your 
memory sharp, support energy levels 
and maintain a healthy metabolism.  
Choline is particularly important for liver 
function and brain development.

Broccoli is also packed with vitamin 
C and it’s also high in fibre, which 
means you can bulk out your veggie 
dishes with broccoli and it will make 
you feel fuller quicker. Unfortunately, 
most of our experiences of broccoli 
involve memories over an overcooked 
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and soggy green mess but there are some pretty 
creative – and delicious things you can do with this 
superfood.

Try a creamy broccoli soup, a broccoli and pesto dip 
or roast and chargrill the vegetable and serve with 
pine nuts in a salad. You’ll soon realise that there’s a 
whole lot more to this humble veggie than you ever 
thought!

Celery
The one unavoidable thing about celery is its 
taste. There’s no other vegetable like it really and 
so when you use it in combination with other 
ingredients, it can tend to dominate which puts 
people off. It’s easy to lack imagination when 
it comes to celery for that reason but it’s a 
vegetable that is really good for you.

Celery is a rich source of antioxidants and 
polysaccharides which is a natural anti-
inflammatory that can ease the symptoms 
of joint pain and also conditions like irritable 
bowel syndrome. Celery also contains a 
compound called luteolin which has been 
shown to slow cognitive decline in older 
mice and has been linked to preventing 
senile dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

Although it is hard to find recipes that 
use celery beyond a myriad of things to 
dip it in, it’s actually a really nice flavour 
that’s not dissimilar to coriander in many 
respects, as long as you don’t overdo it 
when adding celery to your dish. Because 
it is so packed with nutrients, just a small 
amount of celery goes a long way towards 
sharpening your memory.
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Kale
Another thing we may recall 
from childhood is being 
constantly told to ‘eat your 
greens’. ‘Greens’ are also a 
little trickier to overcome our 
objections to, despite the 
significant health benefits 
they offer. According to 
research, just one serving of 
green leaf veggies like kale 
once or twice a day slows 
down mental deterioration, 
irrespective of factors such 
as age and family history of 
dementia.

Rich in iron, antioxidants 
and vitamins A and K, kale 
will keep your bones strong, 
improve energy levels and 
sharpen your memory. Chop 
them up and throw in a stir 
fry or wilt and use in creative 
salads but pack them 
into your daily intake 
as much as you can.

Spinach
Of course, it is well documented that Popeye was a 
huge fan of spinach, eating it daily to maintain his 
bulging muscles, and it’s undeniable that it made 
an impression on kids at the time. Spinach is now 
famously one of the most nutritious vegetables 
although possibly the least popular in the same 
breath.

Aside from being packed with iron to boost your 
energy levels and keep you alert and awake, 
spinach also contains lots of vitamin K, which is 
powerful in slowing the process of age-associated 
cognitive decline.

But how do you possibly serve spinach and make 
it the least bit appetising? Spinach is much more 
appetising that you imagine and it can be added to 
practically any dish. It works equally well in salads, 
soups, dips, pasta sauces or just on its own and 
its health benefits, particularly in terms of boosting 
memory function, are hard to beat in the veggie 
world.
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Red or White Cabbage
Cabbage is such a versatile vegetable that has 
enormous benefits for brain function. As with our 
other heroes of the veggie world that champion 
memory, cabbage contains vitamin K along 
with anthocyanins, which both boost 
concentration and mental function. Vitamin 
K is also important for sphingolipids 
production which provides vital protection for 
our nerve endings.

Red cabbage has the edge over the white variety 
as a more powerful source of antioxidants although 
you can mix the two together in tasty homemade 
coleslaw to get maximum benefit. If you stir-fry 
white or red cabbage in butter with chopped onion 
and rosemary, it makes a delicious accompaniment to 
roasted meats, especially pork chops.

Carrots
Carrots have got to be one of the most commonly 
used vegetables in our store cupboards and a staple 
ingredient of most cuisines. Famous for helping 
you see in the dark, (according to parents of young 
children), carrots contain beta-carotene which is an 
antioxidant that changes to vitamin C in the body when 
consumed. This helps to protect your immune system 
as well as your brain and can sharpen your memory and 
improve concentration too.

You can get creative with carrots to find more exciting ways 
of getting the health benefits of the superfood. Most people 
will have tried some delicious carrot cake at some point, which 
is undeniably one of the best ways of getting one of your five-a-
day! You can also make creamy carrot soup or slice them into 
thin lengths and bake them for an interesting dip idea.
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Sweet Potato
Sweet potato is currently a very trendy 
vegetable, led by the universally 
popular sweet potato chip! This is 
a good thing though because they 
are absolutely packed with health 
benefits and also, they are one of the 
few vegetables containing potassium, 
more than a banana in fact. In terms 
of brain function, sweet potatoes have 
anti-inflammatory properties that 
have been proven to improve memory 
function, with the potential to prevent 
the onset of dementia or Alzheimer’s.

There are lots of yummy things you 
can do with sweet potato including 
making chips and they are delicious 
whipped into a creamy mash to serve 
with a piping hot beef stew. Mixing 
the sweetness of the potato with 
the heat of chilli is also a winning 
combination and a sweet potato 
straight from the barbeque served 
with lashings of homemade chilli 
butter is a delicious treat.

Literally Food 
for Thought……
Eating healthily can seem like such a 
chore because of the perception we have 
of it being unappetising and boring but it 
doesn’t have to be that way. Perhaps it’s 
also the convenience of ready-made food 
that puts us off buying fresh vegetables 
so that we can save ourselves time. 
Nevertheless, it’s hard to ignore the 
significant benefits certain veggies have 
and it’s definitely worth exploring different 
ways to cook them.

Creating blended vegetable juices is also 
a great way of getting a powerful source 
of nutrition that also tastes good and 
allows you more freedom to eat what 
you like for your main meals. Prevention 
is the best form of medicine and by 
simply adding a few more veggies to your 
shopping list and using your imagination 
to create tasty dishes; you can keep your 
memory much sharper – for longer.
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From time to time, it’s nice to mix-
up the décor in your home but it can 
become expensive too. We’ve found 
some terrific ideas to add creative 
accents to your interiors that don’t 
cost an arm and a leg and here we 
share 24 of them with you: 

# 1  H A N G - U P  S O M E 
D E C O R AT I V E  P L AT E S 

Over the years, you can accumulate 
a lot of mismatched dinner sets and 
most households have an ‘eclectic’ 
collection of plates lurking in their 
cupboards as a result. Plates are 
actually a very popular collectible, 
so you could give your old china the 
gallery treatment and put them on 
display. Make sure you get the right 
kind of wire hanger that clips on the 
edge of the plate, otherwise wall 
fittings and fixtures can crack them. 
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# 2  O R  S M A S H  T H E M 
TO  P I E C E S ! 

Home-made mosaics can look spectacular 
and again, if you have some old plates 
you’re unlikely to use again, you can wrap 
them in a tea towel or newspaper and take 
a hammer to them! Cover the frame of an 
old mirror or an unattractive plant container 
with tile adhesive and arrange your smashed 
bits of china to cover as much of the frame 
as possible. Then grout polish and voila! You 
have an expensive looking mirror or planter. 

# 3  G E T  C R E AT I V E  W I T H 
W I C K E R 

Wicker baskets and furniture is pretty 
inexpensive and you can usually find items 
in charity shops that are even cheaper to get 
hold of. The reason wicker looks so great 
indoors is because we associated it with 
outside and so a few items featured in your 
lounge can really lift the mood. You can use 
baskets to display things like pine cones 
gathered on a walk or pot-pourri and have it 
displayed on your coffee table.  # 4  M A K E  WA L L 

A R T  F R O M  O L D 
C L O T H I N G 

If you have children, there are 
bound to be a few baby clothes 
you just haven’t been able to throw 
away. They actually can make 
great keepsakes of your children’s 
first few years when displayed in 
a frame. Tiny weeny baby-grows, 
bibs and booties are fantastic 
decorations that also make you 
smile whenever you look at them. 



# 5  F I L L  YO U R 
B AT H R O O M  W I T H 
B E A C H  B O U N T Y 

There’s nothing better than having a great 
day out at the seaside and returning home 
with a collection of beautiful shells. If 
you want to give your bathroom a little 
personalization, you can glue shells to the 
border of your mirrors or make knobs for 
your cabinets using them, or simply display 
them around your bath and shelving. 

# 6  P I M P  YO U R  P L A I N 
L A M P S H A D E S 

Plain lampshades are great for being 
unobtrusive in an interior scheme because 
you can pretty much match them with 
anything, but they’re a little bit boring too. 
To make them sparkle a little bit more, 
you can cut small shapes into the shade 
so that the light is dispersed into pretty 
shapes when you switch it on. 

# 7  M A K E  A  Q U I C K 
H E A D B O A R D 

Headboards finish off every bed perfectly 
and they are relatively easy to make, with a 
little creativity. One idea is to cut a piece of 
MDF to the size you want your headboard 
together with foam cut to exactly the same 
size. Glue the foam firmly on to the MDF. 
Then you can use old curtains or opt to buy 
a couple of metres of fabric for the job and 
then stretch it over the foam, fixing to the 
board at the back.  
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# 8  E X H I B I T  YO U R 
P H O TO S  G A L L E R Y -
S T Y L E 

There’s unlikely to be any piece of art 
more valuable to you than your family 
snaps, so why not put them on show? 
Try and create a geometric arrangement 
to hang small collections of your photos, 
relating to specific events, such as a 
family wedding or birthday celebration.  

# 9  P O L I S H  S O M E 
P E B B L E S  F O R  A 
N AT U R A L  D I S P L AY 

We are extremely fortunate that nature 
has a bounty of things that look great in 
the home. Pebbles are hugely popular as 
natural accents to interior décor and look 
particularly good arranged around plants 
and in fireplaces. If you can find a bunch of 
stones that are of similar size, shape and 
colour, this can look even more impressive. 

# 1 0  S TA C K  YO U R  B O O K S 

Most of us have books lying around the place 
but they can add a great decorative touch 
to your lounge or study. You can choose 
to display your book collection either in a 
traditional bookshelf, placed strategically on 
your coffee table or just randomly piled by an 
armchair.  



# 1 1  C L U S T E R  S O M E 
C A N D L E S 

Candles scented or otherwise, are a 
popular gift for all people over a certain 
age and so we inevitably accumulate 
them through the years. Having 
them as a central table decoration or 
displaying them in clusters around a 
fireplace or on a mantle looks really 
chic and when lit, they can add a touch 
of romance to your room.  

# 1 2  A D D  S O M E 
F L O R A L  P R I N T S  TO 
T H E  B O U D O I R 

You can give your bedroom an instant 
lift by mixing plain white fabrics with 
a flash of floral. There’s no reason 
why you can’t mix and match your bed 
linen and so you could use some floral 
pillowcases from one set and a plain 
flat colour from another and mix them 
together.  

# 1 3  F I L L  R O O M S 
W I T H  G R E E N E R Y 

House-plants look fantastic inside the 
house and complement most interiors. 
Of course it’s a good idea to choose 
the varieties that will thrive where you 
want to display it, but if you haven’t 
got green fingers there are some great 
artificial options available. 



# 1 4  R E  P U R P O S E 
YO U R  F U R N I T U R E 

It’s really easy to get a ‘distressed’ 
effect on wood that gives old and tired 
cupboards and chests a shabby chic 
feel. After you’ve sanded and prepared 
the wood’s surface, thin your paint 
down with some white spirit and paint 
a wash over the item. When it’s dry, 
rough it up a little with a wire brush 
and you’ll have an instant antique! 

# 1 5  P U M P  U P  T H E 
C O L O U R 

You can always opt to perk up a dull 
room with a splash of colour. Rugs are 
the best way of accessorizing a room 
with colour but you don’t have to rush 
out and buy one. Just picking some 
wild flowers and displaying them in 
a simple vase or mixing up your soft 
furnishings should do the trick.  

# 1 6  FA I R Y  L I G H T S  A R E  N O T 
J U S T  F O R  C H R I S T M A S ! 

You can drape fairy lights over just about 
anything and create feature lighting in 
whatever room you like. Take a walk in the 
woods and grab a large branch off an autumn 
tree that’s fallen to the ground. Display it in a tall, 
clear vase and then wrap some white fairy lights 
around the branches.  
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# 1 7  A M P L I F Y  YO U R 
S PA C E S 

A great way of making your rooms look 
instantly bigger is by placing mirrors in 
dark corners or opposite windows to 
maximize the extra light they can add to 
the gloomiest room. You can get really 
affordable sticky mirror tiles and use 
them to completely cover one wall which 
will make your room look twice the size.  

# 1 8  U S E  F U N K Y 
FA B R I C S  TO  A D D  A 
N E W  L O O K 

If your sofa or armchairs have seen better 
days, a brightly coloured textile throw looks 
fantastic. You can choose to casually drape 
it or you can tuck it all in neatly to cover the 
sofa completely. You can choose the same 
fabrics or colours that you have accented 
elsewhere in your room for a designer look. 

# 1 9  B E  C R E AT I V E  W I T H 
O L D  M A G A Z I N E S 

You can copy the Victorian art of 
découpage really easily by cutting out 
pictures in magazines and then gluing them 
to an old suitcase or painted chest. It’s a 
decorative finish you can apply to any old 
wooden furniture that could use a facelift. 



# 2 0  C H A N N E L 
P I C A S S O 

Even if you’re not particularly artistic, 
you can make a very professional-
looking job of it yourself with the 
right materials. By some inexpensive 
sheets of paper with a textured 
canvas finish and use bold primary 
colours to let your imagination run 
wild.  

# 2 1  M A K E  YO U R  O W N 
C U S H I O N  C O V E R S 

You can easily buy the filling of 
cushions in standard sizes from a 
haberdashery and making the covers 
yourself, without any training! Simply 
cut two squares of 12.5” or 31.5cms 
of the fabric of your choice and then 
with the front facing inwards, simply 
tack them together in a running stitch, 
leaving one side with a space to fit a zip 
and Bob’s your uncle. 
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# 2 2  G E T  S O M E 
S T I C K Y  WA L L  A R T 

Wall stickers are absolutely brilliant 
for giving rooms a new look. You 
can get some incredible murals 
now that are easy as pie to fix to 
the wall and the best thing is that 
if you get fed up with them, they’re 
100% removable! 

# 2 3  B L O W  U P 
YO U R  FAV O U R I T E 
P H O TO S ! 

If you have some great landscape 
and sunset shots from your holiday, 
make the most of them by having 
them enlarged and mounted on to a 
canvas board. The bigger size you 
go for, the more expensive the look 
is and you also get a completely 
unique piece of art on your wall. 

# 2 4  PA I N T  A  WA L L 

Just one feature wall can 
completely alter the look of your 
room and breathe new life into your 
décor. You can even introduce a 
new accent colour to an existing 
scheme by just adding some 
emulsion to one wall. 
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Stress is something that features in 
everyone’s lives. It’s almost inevitably 
the consequence of our busy live and 
the fact that we’re frantically spinning 
life’s hamster wheel trying to keep 
up with the Joneses. From the time 
we start education to the day of our 
retirement and beyond, there always 
seems to be some kind of stress to 
cope with through all the phases of life.

There are some really effective 
techniques and mechanisms you can 

use to lower your stress levels when 
you feel your blood boiling that can also 
be beneficial to your health. Stress can 
be the cause of significant illness and 
also has the potential of developing 
into a mental health issue such as 
depression if you don’t have an outlet 
for it.

For the times when you feel as though 
you’re just about to explode and 
you haven’t got time to squeeze in 5 
minutes’ meditation before someone 
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cops it, here are 20 easy ways 
you can calm yourself down in 60 
seconds or less:

Borrow from mindfulness 
practice and lower your 

breathing. When you get stressed 
out, your body releases adrenalin 
which makes you feel a sense of 
panic. If you purposefully slow down 
your breathing and focus on taking 
deep breaths, you will ‘trick’ your 
body into thinking all is well.

Ask yourself one simple 
question: “Is this going to be 

important years from now?” This 
allows you to put whatever is getting 
your goat into perspective within 
the context of the rest of your life 
and you can determine whether you 
should tone down the drama for now.

Whether you’re on a diet or 
not, grab a chunk of as close 

to 100% dark chocolate as you can 
buy. In fact, it’s a good idea to stash 
them around the house or in your 
desk at the office because chocolate 
releases dopamine in the brain which 
makes you feel fantastic. Sure, it may 
look a little strange if your boss is 
apoplectic with rage that your report 
is late, and you reach for chocolate 
but, it will certainly give you the feel-
good factor, even momentarily!

1

2

3
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This may sound like a ridiculous 
suggestion and again, it could 

make you look slightly deranged 
depending on the situation, but 
doodling is a fantastic de-stressing 
activity. Mucking around making 
shapes and patterns switches on the 
rational prefrontal cortex in the brain 
and so if you have a daunting-looking 
to-do list, pretty it up a bit with some 
doodles and it’ll have a sweeter 
association in your mind.

Focus on something that’s 
going right in your world. If 

you obsess over negative news 
or behaviour, it can lead you on a 
downward spiral. Without getting 
all Law of Attraction about it, there’s 
a definite link between the energy 
you radiate and what comes your 
way. Focus on kittens or puppies or 
anything that makes you smile and 
your spirits will quickly be lifted.

Watch some comedy on YouTube. 
Everyone knows that laughter is 

the best medicine and so a great way of 
beating stress is by finding your favourite 
comedian on YouTube and watching their 
greatest moments. Having a good old-
fashioned belly-laugh is unbeatable when it 
comes to combating stress.

As with our third tip, we advise 
ditching the diet in the face of stress, 

(just for one minute mind) and reaching 
out for a high-carb, high-fat snack. You can 
easily work out what kind of food you need 
to snack on as it is basically the opposite 
of anything considered to be ‘healthy’. 
Sugar and fat are both wasted calories in 
many other respects but in terms of stress, 
they give you instant comfort. Even doctors 
agree, so you’re off the hook!

Call your mother. No matter how old 
you are, your mother’s voice is one 

of the most soothing you recognize in life. 
From the moment we’re born, we develop 
a deep attachment to the sound of our 
mother’s voices and we relate it to being 
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nurtured and cared for. If you can’t get 
hold of your mother, a good friend will 
be just as good for the job.

Stretch out. Stealing from 
mindfulness practice of yoga, a 

good stretch can boost your production 
of endorphins as a great response to 
stress. If you focus your mind on the 
part of the body you are stretching and 
pay attention to your breathing, the 
overall effect can be extremely relaxing.

Take a whiff of your favourite 
perfume. A lot of people swear 

by aromatherapy and that’s because 
the nose is directly connected to the 
brain. Over the years as we smell all 
sorts of different perfumes 
and scents, we 
learn to associate 
some with happy 
memories. Even a 
lotion that you use 
after sunbathing on 
holiday can remind 

you when you were in a nicer place than 
the stressful moment you’re in.

It sounds weird but relax your 
jaw. We tend to tighten our 

muscles when we’re stressed out and 
that includes the ones in our faces. The 
reason this is associated with relieving 
stress is because our jaws are vents our 
bodies use to release energy. So let your 
jaw drop and your body will think you’re 
more relaxed than you actually are.

Have a hot beverage. This 
is possibly the best-known 

solution to stress. Whether you’re a tea 
or coffee-drinker, put the kettle on and 
take a moment to sit and enjoy a sip of 
your favourite brew because it will not 
only stave off dehydration, but it will 
also activate your reward centre in the 
face of stress.

Listen to music. A classic 
solution to stress, playing 

something upbeat or ultra-soothing 
can instantly perk you up. You 

will also boost your dopamine 
production which will give 

you a natural ‘high’.
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Test someone to say thank you. 
This is actually a trick to get you 

to think about the things you are grateful 
for when you’re getting stressed because 
it will promote a more positive frame of 
mind. So contemplate on the people who 
are important in your life and use your 
stressful moment to say “thank you”.

If you are becoming stressed 
about having too much to do in 
too little time, it’s worth making 

a list of what is really important and what 
can wait for another day. When you have 
chores spinning around your head, it can 
easily seem like you have a mountain 
to climb when in fact if you were to 
write them down, it may really only be a 
molehill.

Put your feet up and take 
a break. Even if it’s just a 

60-second burst of doing absolutely 
nothing, it can be really beneficial in 
the grander scheme of things. Your 
body needs time to replenish itself 
throughout the day and when you’ve 
been focused intensely on something 
for any prolonged period of time; it can 
be physically and mentally draining.

Ask someone for help. If 
your stress levels are high 

at work, it can often be because of 
the unrealistic expectations of a 
boss or colleague. Many people try to 
create the impression they are more 
capable than they are by taking on too 
much responsibility, which leads to 
unnecessary stress.  There’s nothing 
defeatist about asking someone to 
share your workload if things are 
getting too much for you.
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Try tensing and relaxing 
your muscles. Also known 

as progressive muscle relaxation, 
this technique involves flexing 
and relaxing the body’s muscles 
progressively so that you focus on 
one group at a time. For example, 
you can flex and relax your legs, then 
your back, your shoulders and finally 
your neck and it will help you clear 
your mind of stressful distractions.

If you’re at work and using 
your computer, focus on an 

object that’s beyond the screen from 
time to time because staring at a 
screen can increase tension without 
you even realising. Eye strain is not 
unusual for office workers and it 
can lead to headaches, which is one 
of the biggest symptoms of stress. 
Resting your eyes occasionally, if 
only for a minute, will ensure they are 
better rested through the day.

Go for a walk. It doesn’t 
have to be brisk. You 

can make it a leisurely stroll if you 
wish but try and go somewhere you 
particularly love. Your favourite park, 
the street you were born on, the 
beach, the mountains, anywhere you 
have a happy association with and 
you will instantly feel the boost. 

18
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You don’t need any special 
equipment or expensive therapy 
to be able to deal with the daily 
stresses life throws in our path. 
Perhaps what the Beatles said is 
actually true that the ‘best things in 
life are free’ because the solution 
to our stressed-out lifestyles is 
within very easy – and fast – reach 
as our 20 tips prove.



The subject of making a little 
extra income is one of the most 
talked-about things on the 
internet. The theory is to spread 
your net wide and build as many 
income streams as you can so 
that they combine to form a 
river that leads to an ocean of 
cash……or so you hope anyway!

Well, although that sounds easy 
enough, if it really were, we 
would all be doing it by now.

As with anything in life, to be successful, you 
have to apply yourself in a smart way. Writing 
is a profession that straddles so many spheres 
of interest that you can find an infinite wealth 
of topics to focus on. That makes it the perfect 
skill to apply to creating several income 
streams all from the same source.

That said, nothing comes without hard work 
and writing is much harder work than most 
anticipate, but if you can develop your skills, 
it has never been easier to get your book 
published and more importantly, sold.
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Let’s have a closer look at what’s 
involved in getting your 30-page 
ebook self-published to create a 
passive income:

First Things 
First, You’ve Got to 
Make Time
You can’t become proficient in any 
skill overnight and writing is not 
an exception. Many people believe 
that because they have the ability 
to shape basic sentences that it 
naturally follows they can craft a 
complete book from start to finish 
that’s a page-turner!

Take a look at your calendar and see 
how the next month is looking. You 
want to try and commit yourself for 
a few hours a day over around 30 
days because then you can dedicate 
a day to each of the 30 pages in 
your first ebook, including research.

Can You Write It Any 
Faster?
Well yes of course but you have to learn 
how to crawl before you can walk and so 
be realistic when you set yourself targets. 
You’ll find that the early days of your ebook 
writing career may be more of a stop-
start experience than you expected. It’s 
not uncommon to develop an idea quite 
extensively only to discard it because 
you’ve been distracted by another idea or 
had a light bulb moment.

Decide What You’re 
Going to Write About
The golden rule is that you should write 
about something you know about and have 
an interest in. If you’re not particularly into 
science fiction, there’s no point trying to 
bend your interests just to capitalise on a 
particularly popular genre.
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For your first 30-page ebook, you want 
to narrow down your topic and if you 
want to see what other authors are 
successfully selling, it’s worth checking 
out the Amazon Kindle Best-Selling 
Book List for inspiration. 

When writing a short 30-page ebook, 
it’s probably better to go for non-fiction 
because you don’t have to get into the 
art of developing characters and plots 
or writing dialogue which is a whole 
different level of writing altogether.

If you’re taking the non-fiction route, 
you should bear in mind that what 
you write should have value for your 
audience. Let’s face it, 100 Different 
Ways of Solving a Rubik’s Cube is only 
likely to appeal to a small minority of 
people and so go for a topic that has 
widespread appeal. 

Among the most popular 
categories in fiction include:

•	 Fantasy

•	 Sci-Fi

•	 Mystery/Thriller/Suspense

•	 Erotica

•	 Romance

If you’re not really interested in 
writing fiction, you can 
choose to write a non-
fiction title instead, 
which are equally as 
popular on Amazon. 

The types of non-fiction 
ebook you can write 
include:

•	 Self Help

•	 How-tos and Guides

•	 Fitness, Wellbeing and 
Health

•	 Recipes & Diets
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Try and Be a 
Trend-Setter
If you are an avid user of Instagram or 
Twitter, you might notice a new topic 
trending that you can write a quick ebook 
about and capitalise on it being hot news. 
For example, there was a huge rash of 
publicity towards the end of last year 
over Bitcoin but trying to find out more 
about it was like looking for a needle in a 
haystack. As a heavily technical market, 
it’s so geek-dominated that you have to 
have a degree in IT to understand it.

Writing a 30-page ebook about Bitcoin in 
a language everyone can understand is 
a good example of jumping on a trend to 
boost your ebook sales.

The All-Important Title
Your front page is your book’s shop 
window and so you want people to glance 
at it and feel compelled to keep looking. 
For that reason you want your title to 
reach out and grab their attention. Good 
design is also important for amplifying 
your book’s cover to the observer’s eye 
when browsing through the lists of 
available titles.

Sometimes, writers get the title first 
and that guides the rest of the process, 
whereas others prefer to wait until they’ve 
started or even finished the book before 
they create its title.

Whatever your method, the right title can 
make or break a book. You have around 
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30-seconds to grab a buyer’s attention 
and so short titles and eye-catching 
images are always the best option.

Make a Plan and Write 
Authentically
Now you’ve chosen your topic, it’s a 
good idea to write a plan. Just keep it 
to a single sheet of paper and literally 
map out the book’s format, chapter by 
chapter or section by section for a short 
ebook. Ultimately, you want to be able to 
flesh out your plan in a way that brings 
everything together in seamless motion – 
so that your content flows in other words.

Novice writers can sometimes go a little 
overboard on the adjectives when they 
first set out on their career path. It’s 
always a little daunting starting to write 
for the first time, especially if you can hear 
your English mistress’ voice in your head, 
correcting your grammar as you work.

The fact is grammar is a little more 
‘flexible’ in the majority of writers’ 
work. Ideally, you want to write as you 
speak and in daily conversation, most 
of us incorporate a few slang words 
or urban phrases that could possibly 
make your former English teacher’s 
hair stand on end. If you write in a 
conversational or narrative style that 
people can identify with, they will 
enjoy reading your ebooks much more.

Start Earning Passive 
Income
Although deciding how to market 
and sell your ebook is a big decision, 
the best option for self-publishing is 
with Amazon Kindle. It’s really easy to 
upload your completed book and its 
cover artwork and they will do the rest. 
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You can even get physical paperback 
copies printed really cheaply if you 
want to have some to either sell 
yourself or as keepsakes.

Decide the Price of 
Your 30-Page Ebook
This is important to know before you 
start advertising your book. If you 
price it too high and go on to reduce 
it, that won’t look great to buyers as it 
can stink a little of desperation. There 
are absolutely no rules as to how 
much you charge but generally, if it’s 
below $4.99, you don’t have to pay as 
much in tax and fees to Amazon.

Amazon gives you five days to 
promote your book for free and 
although that sounds like you’re 
potentially giving away what you could 
be earning, it’s great for marketing. 
The advantage of having ‘loss-leaders’ 
with free giveaways is that it propels 
you higher in the bestseller charts, 
even as a new author. If you’re visible 
to shoppers browsing the categories, 
you’ve got a better chance of being 
seen.

You should encourage people you 
have asked to read your book to 
leave a review as this can also affect 
your rankings on Amazon’s listings. 
Obviously, the better the review, the 
higher up the charts you will rank but 
even if it’s a family member, as long 
as they don’t state that relationship in 
their review, it will really help sell your 
ebook.
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Amazon Kindle 
Direct Publishing
The advantage of publishing your ebook 
with Amazon is that it offers you some 
really cool analytics so that you can 
see who is downloading your book and 
where they are in the world. You also 
find out if any Amazon Prime members 
have read any pages of your book, 
which pays you a royalty with every 
page read, albeit a miniscule sum.

You can have your book for sale with 
Amazon Kindle within 72 hours or 
uploading your content. Be aware that 
they always check for plagiarism and 
so you should never be tempting to 
copy and paste someone else’s ebook. 
If the mighty Amazon were found to be 

publishing plagiarised work, they would 
be fined a king’s ransom and so it’s just 
not worth even trying.

Self-publishing is incredibly rewarding 
both financially and also in terms of 
job satisfaction, especially if you write 
about things you really enjoy. If you get 
into a pattern of writing one 30-page 
ebook each week, before long you will 
have a whole catalogue available for 
download with Amazon Kindle. There 
really is no limit to your success and if 
you don’t succeed with your first title, 
it’s important to keep at it until you find 
your winning formula.
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Despite the advances in science, medicine, 
and technology, human health seems to 
be deteriorating. Every day, more and more 
people get diagnosed with cardiovascular 
disease, cancer, and diabetes, and doctors 
and media channels around the world warn 
about the increasing number of overweight 
and obese people. 

All of us lose someone we love to some 
disease at some point. When it happens, we 
feel vulnerable. We realize life is short and 
fragile and may end in a minute. However, 
instead of taking measures to protect our 
health and reduce the risk of disease, we 
return to the same stressful routines and 
we stick to the same harmful habits, hoping 
nothing bad would happen to us. 
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Well, bad things do happen and will 
happen eventually. Instead of burying 
our heads in the sand waiting for them 
to happen, why not take measures to 
avoid them? You will probably say you 
are too busy, too poor, or too tired, and 
it’s probably true. However, there are 
ways to improve and protect your health 
with minimum time and effort. 

Here is a challenge: 

Invest ten minutes daily into your health!

You surely spend much more time 
checking your social media newsfeed, 
waiting for your order in a restaurant, in 
traffic, or on the phone. Don’t you think 
your health is worth at least this much? 
Depending on what you make of them, 
these ten minutes could make a huge 
difference. Here are a few ideas on how 
to make your ten minutes matter:

7 WAYS TO IMPROVE 
YOUR HEALTH INVESTING 
ONLY 10 MINUTES A DAY

1. Exercise
You probably hear all the time that 
you need to work out at least half an 
hour every day in order to stay healthy 
and in shape. You cannot spare that 
half an hour, so you give up the idea of 
exercising completely. Too bad, because 
every minute of physical exercise you 
can spare will boost your health, your 
performance, and your well being. 
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According to the World Health 
Organization, insufficient physical 
activity is a leading risk factor for death, 
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and 
cancer worldwide. However, 25% of the 
adults and 80% of the world’s teenagers 
are not active enough. 

Moreover, a study published in November 
last year in the Journal Neuropsychologia 
showed that ten minutes of physical 
activity is enough to improve cognitive 
performance. This finding completes 
older research showing that physical 
exercise relieves stress, prevents 
neurological decline, and helps recovery 
from various diseases. 

It does not matter how fit you are, how 
much you weigh, or what your physical 
condition is. You can walk, run, play 
football, swim, ride a bicycle, or follow 
one of the numerous short routines 
available online. By working out for a 
few minutes every day, you will build 
resistance, improve your health, and look 
and feel at your best. 

2. Read Labels
Your busy schedule does not allow 
you to follow a strict diet, and it is 
understandable. However, if you take 
another few minutes to read the labels 
when you do your shopping, nothing will 
prevent you from making smart choices 
when it comes to your food. Here are a 
few suggestions:

•	 Avoid processed foods – processed 
foods are poor in nutrients and rich in 
harmful chemicals 

•	 Stay away from chemicals – many 
food additives, especially colorings, 
preservatives, and flavor enhancers 
are carcinogenic and have a negative 
impact on your digestive system

•	 Avoid added sugars – it leads to 
diabetes, obesity, and it feeds cancer, 
so it is your worst enemy, but you 
will find it in many foods, from those 
supposed to be sweet, to sugar, 
mustard, processed meats, and 
canned foods.



3. Hydrate Yourself
Your body needs water, minerals, 
and, antioxidants to stay healthy and 
fight disease. You can provide these 
by drinking plenty of water, tea, and 
one glass of wine every day. Fruits 
and vegetables juices and smoothies 
are great as well. Play with clean and 
healthy ingredients like: 

If you are unwell, don’t let it get worse! 
Pick up the phone, call your doctor, and 
find out what it’s wrong and how to 
make it better! Within just minutes, you 
can prevent days of sickness and huge 
expenses, so why wait?

5. Don’t Light up 
That Cigarette

“It doesn’t matter if 
you smoke, millions 
of people do”. Is 
this what you tell 
yourself every 

day before lighting 
up that cigarette? 

Yes, millions of people 
smoke, but by doing 

so, most sign their 
death sentence. 

You already 
know smoking 

is bad for you. 
You’ve seen the 
warnings, but you 

can’t stop. 

No one is asking you to stop. However, 
the next time you want to light up 
your cigarette, check out the time and 
give your lungs ten more minutes of 
clean air. You may only be postponing 
the inevitable, but by postponing it 
repeatedly, you show yourself that you 
can. 

With time, you may feel tempted to 

•	 Water, 
preferably 
alkaline, from 
a verified 
source

•	 Lemons

•	 Apples

•	 Berries

•	 Ginger

•	 Coconut

•	 Turmeric with 
a pinch of 
black pepper

•	 Green tea (no 
more than 1-2 
cups daily)

•	 Algae

•	 Beetroot

Whatever you do, stay away from sugary 
drinks and strong liquors, as they impact 
not only your physical health but also 
your judgment. You can make such 
delicious, flavorful drinks with the above 
ingredients. They will help you forget all 
about soda and other unhealthy drinks. 

4. Be Proactive
Many people avoid doctor visits until they 
get really sick and they need surgery or 
very strong and expensive treatments. It 
is much easier to schedule a consultation 
when the first signs of sickness appear 
and to treat diseases early. 
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accept even tougher challenges, 
like postponing that cigarette with 
20 minutes, half an hour, or more. 
Even if you are not, you’ll have the 
satisfaction of knowing you were in 
control for ten minutes. 

6. Spend Time with 
Your Loved Ones
Perhaps you already do, case in 
which you’ll be more interested in 
other suggestions, but, just in case, 
think of the following:

•	 Your parents, if they’re still alive, 
are old and will one day say 
goodbye to this world. They miss 
their child, and, although you don’t 
realize it now, you will miss them 
one day, when 
it might be 
too late. 

•	 Unless you invest time, energy, and 
passion in them, relationships die or end 
in adultery. Also, you may want to keep 
your loved one close for selfish reasons. 
A study performed by the University of 
Colorado, in Boulder found that lovers’ 
touch alleviates pain, so you might not 
need those painkillers when you’re with 
the right person. 

•	 Your kids will one day grow up and start 
their own families. If you don’t spend 
time with them while they still need you, 
they’ll learn to live without you and not 
come when you need them. 

7.  Relax and Let Go
Sometimes, no matter how hard you try, 
your life refuses to take the path you would 
have wanted. Stressing over every single 

detail, living with regret, and 
worrying about the future 

will take their toll on your 
health, so it is better to 
relax, let go of the past, 

stop trying to control 
the future, and live 
the present. 
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In order to relax, you can try anything 
that makes you feel better, from 
physical exercise and listening to music 
to focusing on your hobbies, talking 
about your problems, aromatherapy, 
massage, meditation, and relaxation 
techniques. You know stress is bad for 
you, so do whatever it takes to relieve it!

HOW WILL THESE SMALL 
CHANGES BOOST YOUR 
HEALTH AND MAKE YOU 
FEEL YOUR BEST?
Indeed, put together, the above-
suggested activities take more than 
ten minutes. However, you do not have 
to do everything every day. Start by 
investing ten minutes in exercising 
today, another ten in reading labels 
tomorrow,  and so on, until the benefits 
become obvious and you want to enjoy 
even more                                                                                                             

It does not matter how healthy you 
are at this point or what you hope to 
achieve. Doing something towards 
attaining your goals is better than 
doing nothing. Every minute you take 

away from harmful habits and invest 
in improving your health is a huge step 
forward. 

It also creates the premises to freeing 
even more time to invest in activities 
of importance to you. All the above 
suggestions will directly or indirectly 
help you feel and perform better. When 
you feel and perform better at work, 
you finish your job faster, and you have 
more time left for other activities. 

In fact, all things in life are connected: 
the more you invest in yourself, the 
more you can give to others, and the 
more you can receive back. By receiving 
more back, no matter if we’re talking 
about love, appreciation, money, or 
prestige, you will be tempted to invest 
even more, and so on. 

The bottom line is that, without 
messing up your life, giving up the 
things you like, or sacrificing anything 
important to you, with just ten minutes 
a day, you can become a healthier, 
happier, and better person, you can get 
one step closer to the person you want 
to be. Try it and let us know how it went 
or what works best for you!
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Being in debt is stressful, 
uncomfortable, and hard to deal with. 
If you’re in any sort of debt, you’re 
probably familiar with the helpless 
feeling of not being financially stable. It 
is an overwhelming feeling that can add 
unwanted stress and unhappiness in a 
person’s life.

If you’re living in debt, take solace in 
the fact that you’re not the only one. 
You should also take solace in the fact 
that there are ways to eliminate your 
debt — as long as you’re diligent. To 
get rid of debt and live completely debt 
free, you need to have determination 
and smart spending habits. You also 

need to understand what it takes to be 
financially stable and independent.

If you find yourself short on money all 
the time and rely on credit cards and 
loans to help you week after week, it’s 
time you start changing your habits and 
work on a strategy that can get you out 
of debt without having to rely on credit 
cards or loans.
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Getting your finances in order and moving 
to a debt free life means that you will have 
to make a number of lifestyle changes and 
develop new spending habits. People who 
live debt free know how to manage their 
finances, budget their money, prioritise 
what’s important, and pay any outstanding 
debts after all the bills are paid. Here are 
some tips to lead your way to a debt free life 
in six weeks.

Break Your Bad 
Spending Habits
Breaking your bad spending habits is one 
of the first things you have to do when 
learning how to pay off your debts and 
save your money. If you find that you are 
spending your money on useless and 
unnecessary things (video games, junk 
food, etc.), cut these costs out immediately. 
You’d be amazed by how much these 
purchases can add up to at the end of each 
month.

Break your bad spending habits to save 
you extra cash and use that extra 
cash to pay off your debts. If 
you’re unsure how much you’re 
spending on things you don’t 
really need, start by making a 
list of all your expenses and 
everything you spend your 
money on.

Make a List
We can all likely agree that it’s easier 
to get things done when we make 
lists. To-do lists are the epitome of 
completing household chores and 
breaking up big projects into small, 
easy-to-accomplish tasks. The same 
can be said for a list that outlines 
your finances.

List out how much money you are 
earning every month, your bills, loans, 
unnecessary expenses, and any 
other expenses you may have. Write 
down your budget for entertainment, 
groceries, and anything else you can 
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think of. Although it might be hard to 
write down all these numbers and face 
the reality of your financial situation, 
remember that it’s for your own good. 
Writing everything down will give you a 
clear and honest picture of exactly how 
much you can spend to survive and 
how much you can put aside for extra 
cash, savings, debts, and more.

You can write the list on paper, do it on 
a data sheet on your computer, or any 
other way you feel comfortable with. 
However you decide to create your 
list, be sure to write down every single 
expense, bill and debt as well as the 
interest rates associated with these 
debts.

Make a Budget
Once you make your list, you will need 
to start budgeting. Creating a budget 
gives you a financial plan as to how you 
should and can spend your money. It 
will also ensure that you have money 
left over for the things you need. 
Creating a good budget will also keep 
you out of future debt because you will 
have a clear outline of how much you 
can spend.

Write down what your monthly rent or 
mortgage is, phone bills, students loans 
if you have any, and any other bills. 
You should also include your general 
living expenses, how much you put into 

savings, and spending money. This will 
give you an idea of how much you can 
realistically spend per month as well as 
how much money you can dedicate to 
your debt.

Planning a budget will also tell you 
whether or not you can afford to spend 
extra cash on shopping trips, eating out 
or vacations. A budget will keep you out 
of debt and will also help you work your 
way out of any debt you may currently 
be in.

Prioritise
You will also need to prioritise your 
debts so that you have a clear 
understanding of which debts you have 
to pay off first. This will make it easy for 
you to determine which debts are the 
most important
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The first expenses you should 
prioritise should always be mandatory 
costs like your rent, mortgage payment 
or student loan. Once those payments 
are taken care of, you should prioritise 
the debts that have high interest rates 
first and then go from there.

Prioritizing your debt will highlight the 
importance of each debt and give you 
an idea of what needs to be paid off 
first. It will also help you pay off the 
debts that have the highest interest 
rates so that you can save on interest 
costs.

Cut Costs
Once you make your budget, you’ll see 
exactly where all your money is going. 
You will also be able to see where 
there’s room to save your money.

For example, instead of spending money 
on filling your gas tank every day, you 
can consider carpooling or commuting 
to work. If you have a gym membership, 
consider joining one that is cheaper.

You are likely going to be surprised by 
how much extra cash you are spending 
on unnecessary costs after you do your 
budget. This is why it is so important 
to budget. Good budgeting will give 
you a clear understanding of where all 
your money is going. By cutting costs 
on things like eating out, you can save 
yourself a great deal of money that can 
instead go towards paying off your debts, 
which will be a huge step in moving 
towards a debt-free and happier life

Increase Your Income
Once you know how much money you 
can spend and where all your money is 
going, you may find that you need more 
income. This is where you will have to 
put in the work to find out how you can 
boost your income. You can do this in 
a number of ways — whether it means 
finding a second job, seeking a tax credit 
or housing benefit, or something else 
entirely.
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If you decide that you need to get a 
second job, use your resources. Talk to 
your friends and family members and 
let them know that you are looking for 
work. Apply to any job you think you 
are qualified for and put in the work 
to earn extra income. You can also go 
so far as to ask your boss for a raise if 
you have been performing well at work. 
If you do ask for a raise, be sure to 
word your request carefully and do not 
mention that you need a raise because 
of financial difficulties.

Increasing your income will have a huge 
impact on paying off your debts. If it is 
something that you can realistically do, 
you should absolutely consider it.

Make a Sacrifice
The reality is, if your income is low and 
you don’t have extra cash on the side 
to pay off your debts, you will have to 
make sacrifices. These sacrifices might 
mean spending less money on going 
out with friends or going on shopping 
trips to the mall. This is important to do 
to save money for a period of time until 
you pay off the debt. Devoting your free 
time to working a second job may be 
another sacrifice you have to make.

By making sacrifices now and cutting 
out costs, you will find yourself out of 
debt at a much quicker pace.

Pay Off Your Debt the 
Right Way
Paying off debt is hard, but it can 
be done. If you work hard, budget 
accordingly, and make temporary 
sacrifices to pay off your debts, you can 
pay off your debts in a matter of weeks.

Budgeting and working on finding an 
extra source of income are also great 
ways to rid yourself of debt in just six 
weeks.

Adapt to your new lifestyle and develop 
habits that will keep you out debt. 
Remember, the faster you come out 
of debt, the faster you can go back 
to living your life without the stress 
of debt hanging over your head. You 
will also likely gain a new perspective 
on things in life once going through 
this experience and will develop new 
spending habits which will benefit you 
in the future. Once you pay off your debt 
you can focus on saving more money 
for a big purchase like a home, putting 
money into a retirement plan, or even a 
savings plan for your kids’ education.
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No matter how busy you are, a single 
day has 24 hours. Even if it had more to 

offer in terms of time, chances 
are that you’ll be incapable 
of utilizing the potential. We 
have a limited energy store 

that can become depleted 
pretty fast.

In the beginning of the day or the 
beginning of a new work week, you 

probably feel quite motivated and 
energized.

As tasks keep on piling and the 
time simply doesn’t seem to be 
enough, you lose a large portion of 
the enthusiasm and the energy.

Feeling energized for prolonged 
periods of time is all about finding 
the balance and taking good care 
of yourself. In my book, these are 
the things that deliver the best 
results when it comes to getting 
an energy boost.
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Wake Up the 
Right Way
How many times have you hit the 
snooze button in the morning, giving 
yourself 10 or 20 more minutes in 
bed?

We’re all guilty of this small “sin,” 
especially when going to bed early is 
not an option. The failure to get up 
immediately, however, will interfere 
with your energy levels during the day.

Even if you get your 10 to 30 
additional minutes of sleep, they aren’t 
going to be particularly beneficial.

Once your sleep is interrupted and you 
go back to bed, chances are that you’ll 
feel listless, groggy and irritable during 
the day. Getting up, even when you 
feel like you need at least five more 
hours of sleep is the best thing to do.

You should also let the natural light 
into your bedroom as soon as you hop 
out of bed.

Research shows that light optimizes the 
waking up process.

According to the New York Centre for 
Light Treatment and Biological Rhythms 
director Michael Terman, both natural and 
artificial light can help the body shake off 
the slumber and get to work. If you have to 
get up at a time when it’s still dark outside, 
consider turning the lights on.

Waking up the right way could also mean 
doing 10 minutes of exercise in the 
morning.

A little gentle yoga and a few pilates 
poses will stretch your body and get it 
in a good condition to function properly 
throughout the day. Once you get in the 
habit of doing some active stretches early 
in the morning, you’ll find out that your 
body actually craves such activity.

Eat Your Breakfast
As a woman worrying about her line, I 
often skipped breakfast. Worried about 
the upcoming day, already late and 
stressed out, I skipped the morning meal 
and often found myself completely lacking 
energy by the time I reached the office.

Your body needs fuel to function properly.

Having a cup of coffee in the morning isn’t 
breakfast. Caffeine is a stimulant. It will 
give you an energy boost but you’re likely 
to crash a few hours later.
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Instead, opt for a breakfast that’s rich 
in proteins and complex carbs. These 
provide a steady level of fuel. Such a 
breakfast will keep you both satiated 
and energized until lunchtime.

Eggs, wholegrain cereals, fruit and 
vegetable smoothies, oatmeal, cottage 
cheese and avocado on wholegrain 
toast, nuts and plain yogurt all classify 
as excellent breakfast foods. You 
don’t need to eat a large portion – just 
choose the right foods.

The things you need to avoid in the 
morning include fried and processed 
foods. Quick carbs like added sugar are 
also a bad idea because they’ll produce 
an energy spike, followed by a crash.

If You Can, Have a 
Power Nap
A power nap in the middle of the day is 
another excellent choice when it comes 
to maintaining steady energy 
levels throughout the 
day.

A power nap is a quick 
one – 10 to 20 minutes 
of sleep will be 
sufficient to recharge 
your batteries. If you 

go for a longer nap, you’ll probably feel 
completely lifeless when you wake up.

Studies suggest that a power nap of 
up to 20 minutes is sufficient to make 
up for fatigue accumulated during the 
first half of the day. The human body is 
designed for optimal function of up to 
eight hours after waking up. This is why 
a quick nap in the middle of the day is 
recommended.

To make the most of your nap, you will 
need to do a few simple things.

The first one is to find the right place for 
a nap.

A quiet room in the office, a comfortable 
sofa and the absence of distractions 
will all make up for an excellent power 
nap.

Bring your own eye mask. Complete 
darkness is another essential for 
restoring your energy levels.

Finally, don’t oversleep. Use an 
alarm to avoid the zombie-like 
state you’re going to be in if you 
have an hour or two of sleep in 
the middle of the day (plus, such a 
massive nap can get you in trouble 
with your boss. Don’t overdo it!).
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Give Yourself a Bit of 
Pleasure, Even When 
Things Are Rough
The importance of “me” time should 
never be underestimated.

In order to have energy and motivation, 
you have to take good care of your body.

Five minutes of pleasurable experiences 
per day can increase your ability to deal 

with a massive workload without 
feeling drained.

Eating a bar of delicious 
chocolate, having 

a quick shoulder 
massage, listening 
to relaxing music, 
having a quick 
chitchat with a co-
worker or going out 

to sit on a bench 
under the sun for 

10 minutes can give 
you the break and the 

pleasurable sensation that you 
need to keep on going.

If you feel that you can’t go on, put on 
the brakes.

A short pause, even if you’re currently 
facing a pressing task, can help you 
regroup and refocus.

Look out the window, get up from the 
desk and walk around. Eat something 
delicious or have a cup of coffee. When 

Laugh Often
Did you know that a good joke could 
boost your energy levels?

An interesting study points out that 
humour helps relieve tension and 
workplace stress. As a result, people 
who laugh often tend to be much more 
energized and productive than those 
who keep it serious all of the time.

Anger, anxiety and stress lead to the 
production of cortisol, the so-
called stress hormone.

Cortisol has been 
known to do a 
number of bad 
things to the human 
body.

It brings blood 
pressure up, 
weakens the immune 
response and depletes 
energy reserves. 
These are some of the 
main reasons why chronically 
stressed individuals are at a risk of 
developing medical conditions like 
heart disease, diabetes and metabolic 
syndrome.

Laughter relieves a lot of the tension. It 
enhances circulation, making it possible 
for oxygen to reach effortlessly all parts 
of the body. By laughing often, you 
will feel a lot healthier and much more 
energized.
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you take your mind off the problem, 
you will give your body and your mind 
a chance to reboot and tackle the 
respective issue with new strength.

Scheduling is 
Everything
Every body follows a natural rhythm.

Some people feel most energized in 
the morning, immediately after they 
wake up. Others are night birds that get 
the most done when everybody else is 
asleep.

Knowing the peculiar rhythm of your 
body is one of the first essentials when 
it comes to maintaining your energy 
and productivity.

Even if you follow all of the tips 
mentioned in this article, you will still be 
fatigued after an active day.

To combat this fatigue, schedule 
activities for the times of the day when 
you have your energy peak. If you feel 
the most energized in the morning, for 
example, this is when you should tackle 
the most challenging and draining tasks 
of the day.

Many workplaces already allow for a 
lot of flexibility. The standard nine to 
five workday is experiencing a massive 
transformation. If you work at a modern 
office, chances are that you’ll be given 
some freedom when it comes to task 

scheduling (as long as you maintain 
the ability to meet deadlines, of 
course!).

The very same principle applies to 
household chores and domestic 
responsibilities.

Find the balance between cleaning 
the house, cooking, playing with 
the kids and spending quality time 
by yourself or with your partner. 
Alternating between intense activity 
and relaxation will stretch your 
energy reserves and allow you to 
keep on going for a much longer 
period of time.

Trust your instincts and learn to read 
your body.

If you’re sufficiently self-aware, you 
will know when it’s time to take a 
break or call it quits for the day.

Even if you push yourself to keep on 
going, once you’ve reached a certain 
level of exhaustion, you’ll find out 
that your ability to complete a task 
is almost entirely gone. There’s really 
no point to push yourself further.

Instead, get in the habit of eating the 
right foods, enjoying quality sleep 
and taking breaks even when you’re 
pushed by rigorous deadlines. The 
more you give yourself a chance to 
refuel your energy cells, the more 
you’ll be capable of getting done 
during the day.
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Even if you spend most of your time at 
the office, you still need a beautiful and 
relaxing home to go back to in the end of 
the tiring day.

Most of us have dozens of ideas about 
creating the best living space.

The problem is that such ideas 
often don’t materialize. The lack of 
funds, time and desire keep us from 
transforming our houses.

Making your home more beautiful 
doesn’t necessarily have to involve 
a thorough renovation project worth 
thousands of dollars. You can make a 
number of simple adjustments that will 
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lead to serious change and a much 
more aesthetically-pleasing living 
space.

Make Your Own Art
Photographs and pictures give you a 
chance to express yourself, create a 
more artistic environment and make 
your home more beautiful.

You don’t need to buy expensive 
prints and artwork.

Dozens of projects can be completed 
at home, even if you’re not the best 
artist on the face of the planet.

Family portraits will be a great 
addition to the living room. Whether 
you go for colour or black and white 
prints is entirely dependent on 
your preferences. Black and white 
pictures have timeless, classic 
appeal. Colours photographs add a 
burst of vitality to the room.

Have your kids paint 
pictures and hang those on 
the walls.

Your art cam be abstract, it can incorporate 
different materials or themes. You can 
easily find dozens of abstract tutorials that 
will help you create professional prints and 
patterns. It’s simply a matter of identifying 
the style that appeals the most to you and 
taking your artistic endeavours in that 
direction.

Another thing you can do is use natural 
items to make art.

Branches, moss, tree bark, dried leaves and 
flowers, sea shells and pebbles can all be 
used to make your own art. Such natural 
materials will create a rustic atmosphere 
that’s very charming, warm and welcoming.

The Right Accessories 
Say a Lot

Every room can be transformed completely 
through the addition of the right 
accessories.
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A few pillows on the sofa will add a pop 
of colour to the living room.

Rugs and carpets are also great 
because of the warmth. If you want 
to go down the DIY road, you will find 
many tutorials for the creation of 
your own rugs out of materials like 
old t-shirts, plastic, rope and even old 
tablecloths.

To maintain stylishness, choose one 
or two accent accessories. If you have 
items scattered throughout the house, 
you’ll probably get the place cluttered 
rather than stylish.

A beautiful mirror frame, a vase, a 
wall clock and a few strategically-
placed reflective tiles can make your 
home modern, original and a true 
representation of your personality.

If you already have an idea of what 
you’re trying to accomplish, go 
shopping for accessories today. 

Alternatively, you can visit 
home décor places to 
find some inspiration 
and conceptualize the 
redecoration project that 
you’re going to execute in 
the near future.

Use Light Creatively
The next thing you have complete 
control over is the light in your home.

For a start, you can make the place 
more beautiful through the use of the 
light fixtures and chandeliers. From 
modern to regal, the market has a wide 
array of options to offer.

The light itself, the colour and 
the intensity can also affect the 
atmosphere in the house.

More subdued, warm lights will create 
a cozy or romantic atmosphere, 
depending on your preferences.

Cabinet lights and spot lights are ideal 
for places in need of good illumination. 
You can use those above the kitchen 
countertop to create a functional space. 
You can also use such stronger lights to 
highlight a specific accessory or a piece 
of artwork.

A favourite family lamp is also great 
because such an heirloom item isn’t 
just functional. It brings emotions 
and memories to the table. The same 
applies to your grandma’s chandelier. 
Don’t underestimate the powerful 
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appeal and the story of such items. Give 
them the right placement in your home and 
you will quickly transform a sterile room 
into a favourite space for the entire family.

Don’t forget the importance of outdoor 
lights, as well.

The façade of the house and the garden 
are the first things you see when you get 
back home.

The strategic placement of porch and alley 
lights makes the place feel welcoming. 
Solar-powered alley lights are a perfect 
idea because they’re energy efficient and 
they’ll also create a beautiful backyard in 
the evening.

Painting and Other 
Customization Options
Customized details are the one thing 
that will make the house a home.

Customization is possible through 
something as simple as using a few 
buckets of paint to change a room. You 
can have a few walls coloured differently 
to make an impression. You can also 
use textures to create visual appeal.

A generic front door can also be painted 
in a bold colour to make it different from 
everything else surrounding you in the 
neighborhood.

You don’t need custom-made items to 
turn your house into the most beautiful 
place. Such items are often very 
expensive and though they’re made for 
you, the mark could be missed in terms 
of your vision.
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Rather, you can opt for the DIU 
customization of small details. Painting 
an old wooden bench to change its 
appearance, applying a decorative 
template to create ornaments on the 
wall, a coat of varnish on an old tree 
branch you plan to use as a hanger can 
all lead to spectacular results.

The most important thing here is that 
you’ll be doing the work on your own.

Every single detail that you customize 
will have a history and a memory 
attached to it. Getting the entire family 
involved in the process will turn into an 
amazing bonding experience that will 
also shape up the home atmosphere.

A Backsplash is 
Another Great Idea to 

Change Things
Something as simple as the addition 
of a backsplash can immediately 
transform the appearance of a wall.

Backsplashes don’t have to be made 
from tiles. While this is the traditional 
option, there are dozens of more 
intriguing possibilities out there.

Creative backsplash ideas include 
mosaics you can easily make on 
your own, stainless steel for a more 
contemporary look, pebbles, wine 
corks, a stenciled backsplash (another 
project you can execute on your own), 
a brick wall backsplash, a backsplash 
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made of recycled materials or a stone 
backsplash for a more rustic feel. As 
you can see, the options are limitless 
and dependent on your imagination and 
budget.

When thinking about backsplash ideas, 
don’t be guided by aesthetics alone.

A backsplash will typically be placed in 
the kitchen. This is why it also needs to 
have functional appeal.

Good backsplash materials are easy to 
clean and they will not get stained as 
soon as you begin preparing a meal. 
Think about these considerations 
when choosing the backsplash style. 
Otherwise, you’ll end up with something 
that will be a nightmare to maintain.

You Need Plants
Do you know what’s the number one 
way to change your home without 
working hard? Get some potted plants!

You can’t convince me that you can’t 

keep a single plant alive. There are 
varieties out there that don’t need 
a lot of water and care in order to 
survive. You’ll simply need to do a bit of 
research before buying a plant.

Greenery and flowers are delicate, alive 
and beautiful. You can place plants 
strategically throughout the living space 
to make it more colourful and vibrant.

The containers and pots that the plants 
are in will act as accessories. You 
can go for different materials, shapes 
and sizes. Clay, ceramics and metals 
are all intriguing options that will look 
much better than the standard plastic 
container.

You can really get wild with potted 
plants. Have them hang from the 
ceiling. Make your own plant pot 
holders or stands from a tree stump or 
metal rings crafted out of sturdy wire. 
Sky is the limit when it comes to floral 
arrangements and the way in which 
they’re placed in the house.
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The only thing you have to be careful 
about is getting plants if you have 
pets. Cats and dogs can be poisoned 
by certain varieties of decorative 
plants. Make sure these aren’t easily 
accessible or opt for plant species that 
aren’t dangerous.

Don’t feel intimidated by the prospect of 
changing things up.

Many people are threatened by the 
fact they can’t produce a room worthy 
of inclusion in an interior design 
magazine.

A good design, however, is all about 
making you and your family happy. 
You don’t need to follow rules and 
styles in order to decorate. Mismatched 
experiments often result in unique 
rooms that look beautiful and that 
become the favourite spot of the 
entire family.

All that you need is a concept to 
begin with. Think about 

the items that make you smile and 
result in a sense of serenity. The 
same applies to the selection of 
colours, patterns and textures. After 
you have a comprehensive concept 
in your head, you can begin working 
o execution. You will have a lot of 
fun during this process and you will 
potentially come up with even better 

home décor ideas.
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An unorganised home, living space, 
office or working environment can 
increase stress and limit productivity. 
It can also make every day tasks 
in our lives much more difficult 
to accomplish. That’s why it’s so 
important to incorporate habits into 
your daily routine that help keep your 
life organised.

Staying organised requires a steady 
and consistent commitment to certain 
types of habits. Once you begin to 
develop these habits and routines in 
your daily life, it becomes much easier 
to stay organised. Whether you are 
trying to improve your organisational 
skills at home, work, or school, there 
are different strategies and tips you can 
use to organise your life and eliminate 
unnecessary stress.

Here are some tips and tricks you 
should be adding to your daily routine 
to organise your way to calm and make 
your life easier to manage.

Keeping Organised 
at Home
Your home is your sanctuary. It is 
where you go to rest, where you spend 
a majority of your day sleeping, and 
where you build your relationships 
and memories with your friends and 
family. That being said, an unorganised 
home can cause stress, anxiety and 
sometimes even anger. This is why 
you should always keep your home 
organised and clean.

An unorganised home turns what 
should be a happy place into a place of 
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restlessness and disarray. 
This is why setting your 
sights and goals on 
organising your home 
will have a major impact 
on your stress levels, 
leading you to a calmer, 
more relaxed state which 
mirrors the environment 
you’re in.

To get your home 
organised, you’ll need to 
start with the basics.

Monitor Your 
Behaviour
Monitor what you do on 
a daily basis. Are there 
certain behaviours or 
habits that you do that 
can be tweaked or worked 
on? Are there problem 
behaviours you need to 
change into better habits? 

Monitoring your habits 
will help you improve 
these behaviours.

Things you should 
be watching out for 
include procrastination, 
laziness, or even lack of 
motivation. Once you note 
these problem behaviours 
and catch yourself 
behaving certain ways, try 
to change your actions. 
This will be a transition. 
It may be difficult at 
times, but it will become 
a big part of honing your 
organisation skills.

Create a 
Schedule
Studies say that 
schedules increase 
productivity and result 
in less stress. There’s 
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a reason why people who stick to 
schedules are more organised. 
Creating a schedule will help keep 
you more organised and will force 
you to set specific tasks and goals 
to organise and clean your home. 
Sticking to this schedule may be 
difficult at first, but as it becomes a 
habit it will turn into another aspect 
of life that is a part of your daily 
routine, which will soon turn it into 
second nature.

Set aside a time or day for specific 
organisational activities. Whether it’s 
doing a load of laundry before bed 
or emptying the dishwasher in the 
morning, breaking up your tasks in a 
schedule will help reduce stress and 
provide a structure that will lead to a 
more organised and stress-free life!

Stay on Track
Stay on top of your daily schedule and rou-
tine. If you come home and have groceries 
to put away, put them away immediately. If 
the sink is full of dishes after dinner, clean 
them right away. When you notice your 
laundry pile is getting a little big, do a load 
before it starts to pile up even more. Make 
sure you are putting everything away as 
soon as you see something out of place. 
This is one of the most important things 
you can do to keep yourself organised.

This means that you’ll have to kick 
procrastination to the curb. Remember, the 
longer you wait to clean things up, the more 
messy and unorganised things will become. 
Clean things up right away and you’ll avoid 
the stress that comes with a huge mess. 
You’ll be thanking yourself later!

Keeping Organised 
at Work
Being organised at 
work will help 
increase your 
productivity 
and make your 
work environment 
a lot less stressful 
to deal with. When 



deadlines pile up and things get stressful at 
work, an unorganised office space or desk 
only makes things worse. Focusing on staying 
organised at work will help you mentally and 
will also help you focus. Work can be stressful 
enough as it is. Don’t let an unorganised work 
area add to the stress.

Focus on Your Desk
The first step to getting your work space 
organised is focusing on your desk. Do you 
have mountains of papers piled up on your 
desk? Is everything so cluttered that you have 
to dig around and rearrange everything just to 
find a pen? Create a filing system for yourself 
and establish a process that allows you to 
decide what you need to keep and what you 
need to throw in the garbage. Sort your papers 
alphabetically, by project, client, date, or any 
other way that works for you.

Create a Calendar
Just like maintaining and sticking 
to an organisational schedule 
at home will reduce stress and 
make you more productive, 
so will creating a calendar or 
planner at work. If you have 
appointments, meetings, specific 
tasks or projects due on certain 
days, write them all in a calendar. 
This will help you stay focused 
and will also help reduce stress.

Keeping track of your daily, 
weekly, and monthly work 
schedule will help keep you on 
track and organise your day 
more efficiently for optimal 
performance at work.
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Manage Your Time
While multitasking may seem like 
a great way to get things done, in 
reality it can increase stress and 
reduce the efficiency at which you 
are completing tasks. Focusing your 
attention on multiple things at once 
not only reduces efficiency, but can 
leave you feeling scatterbrained and 
indifferent to the tasks at hand.

By managing your time and putting 
your focus on specific items, you will 
get your tasks done more efficiently 
while increasing the quality of your 
work. Manage your time and don’t 
rush through things. This is a great 
way to reduce stress and will improve 
your overall work performance.

Keeping Organised 
at School
School is stressful enough as it is. 
From deadlines to assignments 
to tests and trying to maintain a 
social life, school can cause a lot of 
anxiety. If you organise accordingly 
for school and homework, you will 
set yourself up for success. This 
is because tasks are much easier 
and less stressful when things are 
organised.

Keep Your School Work 
Organised Using Coloured 
Folders or Binders
Separating your school binders or 
folders by colour for each different 
class or subject will help keep you 
organised. It will also help make 
certain important documents and 
notes easy to reach and read when you 
need something quick to reference to.
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Get different colours for each subject 
and be sure to label your folders and 
binders. This will make it extremely 
easy when studying for a test or looking 
for notes. This way you don’t have to 
sift through endless piles of paper when 
you are looking for something specific. 
This will save you time, energy, and 
effort that you can put into your school 
work.

Start a Planner or 
Calendar
As a student, deadlines and 
assignments will start to pile up before 
you know it. There will be days and 
weeks that you have multiple projects 
due and tests to study for, some on the 
same day. If you don’t organise your 
deadlines and assignments onto a 
planner or a calendar, you will likely feel 
overwhelmed and slightly lost. Stay on 
track of your assignments and tests so 
that you know exactly what you have to 
do and when everything is due.

Create a Work Space 
and Organise Your 
School Supplies
Having your own area dedicated to 
doing your school work will allow you 
to create a unique space that helps you 



focus when you need to the most. 
A work space that is organised will 
give you a comfortable, relaxing 
place to finish all your work.

When you are completing your 
school work at the library, in a study 
hall or at a friend’s house, if you 
have your school supplies organised 
(laptop, binders, pens, pencils, 
etc.), your work will get done much 
quicker and more efficiently.

Having an organised work space 
and school supplies will go a long 
way in helping you finish your 
work and lead to a stress-free 
environment where you can finish 
your tasks efficiently and effectively.

Improve the Quality 
of Your Life
Discovering different ways to stay 
organised can help reduce stress and 
make your life much easier. All it takes 
is incorporating specific habits into 
your daily routine. Once you develop 
these habits and stick to them, they will 
eventually start to become a way of life.

Remember, a big part of staying 
organised is mental. If you can 
overcome the mental aspect and make 
it a habit to stay organised, your stress 
will significantly reduce. It will improve 
the quality of your everyday life and 
reduce or even completely eliminate 
stress.
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Happiness is within reach of every 
individual. We just don’t think how easy 
it is to cultivate joy and happiness right 
now. Here are some creative ways that 
would enable you to do just that! 

Smile – Just Smile! 

Several research studies have proven 
that smiling promotes happiness. Many 
of us assume that people smile when 
they are happy, but the fact is that 

smiling is not just because of happiness; 
it can cause happiness as well. 
Research shows that smiling boosts our 
immune system as well as our physical 
health. In fact, those who smile more 
may end up living up to seven years 
longer as compared to those who don’t. 
Whenever we smile, our brain releases 
endorphins which induce feelings of 
pleasure and make us feel happy.
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Smiling also reduces stress, anxiety, 
and depression and thus forces our 
mind to feel and be happy. So, what are 
you waiting for? Get rid of all that gloom 
and doom right now and smile! As 
Tom Wilson, the cartoonist once said, 
“A smile is happiness you’ll find right 
under your nose.” 

We are often so busy wallowing in 
our sorrows that we forget to smile. 
Nobody can be miserable every day of 
their lives. Nobody’s life is so bad that 
they forget to smile. When you smile, 
you make yourself happy, and you also 
make others happy. 

There are people who always have a 
frown on their face. People 
tend to stay away from such 
unhappy souls because 
they tend to spread their 
sorrows onto others. A 

smile is contagious. A smile is happy. A 
smile is sweet and joyful. If you want to 
cultivate joy and happiness in your life 
right now, just drop everything and smile. 

Do What You Love

Most of us live our lives 
following the same routine day 
in and day out. While there is 
nothing wrong with stability and 
balance in one’s life, the fact 
is that many of us are stuck 
in a cycle that we can’t break 
out of even if we want to. We 
have a job so that we can pay 
our mortgage, make our car 

payments, eat and 
provide for our 

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/tom_wilson


children and live a comfortable life. But 
within all these goals, we forget to think 
about one important thing: do we love 
what we do every day?  Do we love our 
job? Do we love our neighborhood? Do 
we love the people we hang out with 
socially? 

If you want to be truly happy, you must 
find that one thing you love to do. 
Nobody’s asking you to quit your job 
and accumulate debt. But what we 
definitely recommend is finding a few 
things that always make you happy. For 
some, it could be going to the beach. 
For others, it would be traveling to a 
new country. And yet for many others, it 
could be spending an entire day in bed 
watching Seinfeld.

Whatever you do, do what you love 
because nothing can make you happier 
right now then engaging in an activity 
which makes you happy.  Make a 
deliberate effort to find some fun in 
your life. 

If you are miserable at work, identify 
the reasons for your misery. If those 
reasons can be resolved, make an 
effort to do so. If they are not in your 
control, try to find a solution that would 
minimize your exposure to such misery. 
Life is too short to succumb to the 
pressures of the outside world. What 
is the point of having a big designation 
and an even bigger car if you’re not 
happy from inside? Be successful and 
be prominent but not at the cost of your 
own happiness. 

Stop Focusing on Money

The age-old saying “money can’t 
buy happiness” is actually the most 
important lesson that each of us should 
apply in our lives at a very early age. 
Research studies clearly show that 
materialism is one of the most reliable 
ways to drive happiness downward. 
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According to Tim Kasser, a well-
known psychologist and the author 
of the book “The High Price of 
Materialism,” people with strong 
materialistic values are so focused 
on what others think of them that 
their happiness becomes fragile and 
contingent. 

If you truly want to be happy, you 
have to stop believing that the more 
money you have, the happier you’ll 
be. Material wealth cannot give you 
long-term happiness. It may give 

you pleasure for a short amount of 
time - when you buy a new car; a new 
house; a new diamond ring- but that 
kind of happiness is not sustainable. 
You should definitely aspire to live 
a comfortable life, but if you want 
sustained happiness, you’ve got to 
know that material wealth is not your 
key to happiness.

You should instead focus on creating 
valuable friendships and strong 
relationships. Cherish your family; 
appreciate your partner; love your 
children; spend time with your parents.

Don’t focus on how much you money 
you’ve saved but think about how you 
can use those savings to make you and 
your loved ones happy.

Money may buy you material things, 
but money can never be a substitute for 
love, friendship or romance. Take care 
of yourself; take care of the people you 
love. Spend quality time doing things 
that you enjoy and being with people 
who you adore. Money is a means to an 
end, but it should never be the end all 
and be all of your existence. 

Practice Gratitude

This is one thing that we all forget to 
do - to be grateful for good things in 
our life. How many times would you 
say you’ve thought about all that you 
have and how many times have you 
expressed gratitude for it? 
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It’s time to make a change, and it’s 
to make gratitude a part of your life. 
Make it a regular habit and practice it 
diligently. 

There are several strategies that you 
could adopt to practice gratitude. You 
could wake up every morning and think 
about one thing that you are grateful for 

in your life.  Do this every day and come 
up with a new thing daily so that you 
realize the many joys and blessings you 
have in your life. 

Another way to practice gratitude is by 
making a list of 10 things that you are 
grateful for every day. You could also 
train yourself to express gratitude every 
time you complain about something. This 
will make you realize that for every bad 
thing in life, there are ten good things 
that you should be grateful for. 

Gratitude facilitates happiness. 
Therefore, whenever you feel down, think 
about a few good things that you’re 
blessed with. Your sadness will soon 
convert into happiness, and you will 
realize that all is not bad in your life and 
that there are still some things that you 
can still be grateful for. 

Keep in mind that gratitude should not 
be geared towards thanking for material 
things. Little things matter too. Express 
gratitude for your children. Express 
gratitude for having an understanding 
and loving spouse. Express gratitude for 
a roof over your head and food on your 
table. As you appreciate the small things, 
your brain will become more positive, and 
you will feel happy and content. 
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Try to Be Positive

In this fast-paced world where all of us 
have become puppets to schedules, 
routines, and expectations, the 
constant stress, and pressure of these 
expectations have made us negative. 
Many of us tend to focus on what is 
wrong in our lives rather than what is 
good and right. One of the best ways 
to be happy is to train our minds to be 
positive. 

We’re not saying that you should go 
around singing all day and night but what 
we do recommend is that you take a 
moment and enjoy the wonderful things 
in your life. Take a deep breath. Stop and 
smell the roses. Look around you and be 
thankful for being alive and being well. 
Nobody’s life is perfect. We all have our 
share of problems but if you continue to 
dwell on the negative, not only will you 
feel unhappy but you will also be unable 
to find a solution for those problems. 

Think positive and do positive. The 
problems in your life will become much 
easier to solve, and life would become 
much better and much sweeter if only 
you would stop thinking negatively. 
Don’t say why things are the way 
they are but instead try to find a way 
to make things the way you want 
them to be. 

Happiness is a state of mind. It is 
completely in our control whether 
we want to spend our lives being 

miserable and ungrateful or we want 
to stop, smile and be positive. We 
have to keep in mind that there are 
people out there who are happier 
on much less than what we have 
– some have no job; some have no 
children; some have no home. Do you 
really think you are the only one with 
problems? If you do, you’re wrong. 

You have every reason to be happy. 
So small complaining. Go out and 
appreciate the goodness and the 
beauty around you. And smile. 
Always smile. 
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How many times have you said to 
yourself that you’d be much happier if 
you only had some more money?

You’re not alone.

Most people wish of earning a bigger 
income. They believe that the availability 
of more funds will enable them to finally 
live the life that they really want.

Are happiness and a satisfactory 
lifestyle income-dependent? If so, 
what would it take to afford the ideal 
lifestyle? You will have to do a bit of soul 
searching to pinpoint the essentials 
in life. Once you have a pretty good 
idea about what’s going to bring you 
happiness, you can also calculate the 
income level that will help you get there.

is it easier than people think?
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Affording the 
Lifestyle You 
Want is All 

about Planning
As I said, you need a pretty good 
idea about what you want in life.

Once you determine your priorities, 
you can calculate the amount of money 
required to make the goal happen.

Let’s say you want to travel the world.

When you know the goal, you can start 
saving more, working a second job or 
looking for a way to generate some 
additional income. You will also have an 
idea about the amount of time required to 
get to your savings goal.

The final outcome should be motivating 
enough to make you financially-
responsible. If it isn’t something big, 
something you’ve dreamed about all your 
life, you’ll probably lose steam midway 
and never get there.

Just about every wish can be 
accomplished, if you are organized 
enough with the way you make and the 
way you save money. True, you may have 
to deprive yourself of certain things right 
now. By knowing the importance of the 
end goal, however, you will maintain your 
motivation level high.

Planning ahead of time also enables you 
to explore different options to get where 
you want to be.

Going back to being a nomad and 
travelling the world.

You don’t really need to stay in expensive 
hotels and travel first class to see the 
most exciting parts of the world. Airbnb 
and low-cost airlines can help you 
accomplish the goal. By planning ahead 
of time, you can explore options and 
identify the most cost-efficient ways to do 
the things you’ve always dreamed of.

Build Financial 
Security

To afford the life you really want, you’ll 
really need to become a bit more fiscally-
responsible.

The goal isn’t that difficult to accomplish, 
especially if you get some professional 
help.

Currently, you earn a certain income. It’s 
great if you’re capable of saving some 
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of that money. Investing the savings 
into something that will bring an even 
higher return than a bank account is 
a good idea. You may want to talk to 
an investment advisor to pinpoint the 
option that makes the most sense to 
you.

There are things you can also do on 
your own.

Take one month to note down every 
single thing you spend money on.

This monthly budget will give you 
a good idea about whether you’re 
indulging in wasteful practices.

By knowing what you’re spending 
money on, you can reorganize your 
priorities. Most of us are guilty of 
spending mindlessly on things that 
we don’t need. Taking note of such 
impulsive purchases and determining 
how much they’re costing you can 
provide the stimulus for change that 
you need.

When you know your monthly 
expenses, you can allocate a certain 
part of your income to covering the 
essentials. The rest of the money can 
either be saved or invested for the 
purpose of bringing back more.

Most of us are all about immediate 
gratification and the purchase of 
certain things that provide some 
satisfaction at the time being. If you 
have a bigger goal in mind and you 

take a conscious approach towards 
budgeting, however, you can overcome 
the short-term trap.

Stop Desiring Stuff 
You don’t Need 

(and Can’t Afford)
Desiring things you can’t afford (and 
often don’t need) is keeping you from 
feeling truly happy and fulfilled in life.

Unfortunately, we live in a materialistic 
society. Overcoming such desires is 
difficult because of advertising, peer 
pressure and the ingrained belief that 
we need to surround ourselves with 
shiny things to enjoy a certain level of 
contentment.
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Let’s face it – even if your income 
grows significantly, there will still be 
things you can’t afford.

If you stop desiring things you can’t 
afford, you’ll be much happier and you’ll 
get a chance to focus on the essentials 
that really matter.

Dealing with the desire, however, isn’t a 
super easy task.

For a start, analyse the reason for 
wanting a certain thing.

Do you desire it because you believe 
it will make you very happy or is your 
yearning a jump on the bandwagon? 
Could it be that others seem to be 
crazy about the particular item or 
service? Could it be that you’re desiring 
something because it’s celebrity-
endorsed, because it’s 
linked to a certain 
status?

Many things we want are shallow and 
materialistic. This is instilled in us from 
an early age, which is why the cravings 
can be difficult to change. Once you 
open your eyes and analyse your 
motivation, however, you’ll definitely 
find the strength to control such desires 
and focus your efforts on the things 
that really matter.

Two other things you need to realize 
in order to stop desiring certain 
materialistic things are that you don’t 
have to compensate for periods you 
had very little in order to feel happy 
and you also don’t need the latest 
technology for a good life.

Focus on meaningful things and 
experiences rather than fads. This way, 
it will be much easier to start saving 
and coming up with the funds to bring 
something truly fulfilling to reality.

It’s a Continuous 
Process – Don’t 

Give Up
It will be difficult for you to afford the 
life you really want right here, right now.

This is particularly true for the people 
who have to make a big jump to get 
where they want to be.
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enough and maintain the discipline for a 
sufficiently long period of time.

Create the Things You 
Really Want on Your 

Current Budget

Do you want to make something happen 
right here, right now?

Creating the life you really want on a 
limited budget is possible, if you are 
creative enough.

Creativity doesn’t come in the form of 
taking multiple loans to afford something 
expensive.

Rather, you need to be crafty with the 
execution, in order to achieve the desired 
outcome without putting yourself in 
lifelong debt.

This is the main reason why 
the process has to start with 
analysis.

Very often, affording the life that 
you want will be a continuous 
process. It will take months, 
years, maybe even decades.

If something is worth pursuing, 
you will maintain the composure 
and the commitment needed 
to work hard, save money and 
eventually end up where you 
want to be.

The process can be long. There will be 
hiccups and challenges along the way. 
You should be prepared for the amount 
of time and for the roadblocks. There’s 
a saying that good things in life don’t 
come easy. This doesn’t always have 
to be the case but very often, you’ll 
go through privation and you’ll miss 
certain things in order to eventually get 
the life you really desire.

Knowing that it’s a continuous process 
will help you maintain the focus. Even 
when things become challenging, you’re 
not going to get side-tracked.

Don’t give up in the face of obstacles. 
Sometimes, you will feel exhausted. 
Sometimes, you will feel desperate. 
Just remember that most things in 
life are achievable if you work hard 
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There are so many ways to accomplish 
a goal, if you’re willing to put your 
creative hat on.

If you want to learn a new language, you 
don’t have to attend classes. There are 
free of charge online tutorials and there 
are also ways to get in touch with native 
speakers who will be giving you free 
lessons in the form of conversations.

Do you dream of owning designer 
clothes and accessories? Thrift 
and vintage shops have an array of 
authentic gems for you. All you have 
to do is go on a treasure hunt and sort 
through the items until you find the one 
worth the effort.

Would you like to go to a prestigious 
university? Scholarships and grants 
are available for brilliant students who 
may be financially-challenged. You will 

need to work really hard and beat the 
competition in order to receive such 
funding. Still, the option is out there, it’s 
publicly available and the success of 
your endeavour is entirely dependent 
on your desire to work hard.

Money isn’t always the answer. True, 
there are instances in which you’ll need 
funds to accomplish something in life 
(overcome a medical condition, adopt a 
child from abroad, etc.). In most other 
situations, however, creativity and 
intelligence will pay off.

Rethink your desires. Are material 
possessions going to bring you 
genuine happiness? If the answer is 
positive, start working on financial 
responsibility today. In the case of a 
“no,” you’ll have to start thinking about 
a brand new lifestyle that’s enriching 
and satisfying without being expensive.
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